
Abstract. Significant progress has been achieved recently in a
new field of low-temperature electronics, the physics of super-
conducting hybrid systems based on superconductors (Ss) and
ferromagnets (Fs), which is known as superconducting spintron-
ics. We present theoretical and experimental results on studies
of the proximity effect with a ferromagnet, which forms an
unusual superconducting state in the vicinity of the S/F inter-
face and allows controlling dissipationless charge and spin
transport in hybrid structures by changing the texture and
properties of the magnetic subsystem. Particular attention is
devoted to the properties of the generation of spin-triplet
Cooper pairs at the S/F interface that ensure the most efficient
interplay between superconductivity and ferromagnetism, in-

cluding in systems with full spin-polarization of bands (semi-
metals) and considerable spin±orbit coupling. Problems with
the electrodynamics of S/F structures, which have not been
covered by previous reviews on superconducting spintronics,
are discussed in detail, including the features of the formation
of inhomogeneous superconducting and magnetic states due to
spin±orbit coupling, long-range triplet correlations in ferro-
magnets, the electrodynamic proximity effect, and Larkin±
Ovchinnikov±Fulde±Ferrell-type instability with a modulation
vector in the plane of S/F structure layers. We also discuss the
current state of experimental work and promising theoretical
concepts and problems relevant to the further development of
superconducting spintronics.

Keywords: proximity effect, electromagnetic response, singlet and
triplet superconducting correlations, hybrid superconductor±ferro-
magnet structures, spin-orbit coupling

1. Introduction

The competition between two antagonistic phenomenaÐ
superconductivity (S) and ferromagnetism (F)Ð has
attracted the attention of researchers for more than half a
century. The importance of this problem was discussed as
early as the 1950s in the pioneering work of Ginzburg [1]. The
mutual antagonism of superconductivity and ferromagnetism
obviously follows from the fundamental property of the
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superconducting state of metals, the Meissner effect. The
persistent currents of superconducting electrons, which are
responsible for screening external magnetic fields, have a
destructive effect on superconductivity itself, which disap-
pears when the applied magnetic field exceeds a certain
threshold. Any magnetic material is a natural source of
magnetic fields, which should therefore destroy the super-
fluid state of electrons in the material. This argument
illustrates the so-called electromagnetic (or orbital) mechan-
ism of competition between superconductivity and magnet-
ism. This interaction should significantly hinder the simulta-
neous coexistence of these phenomena in natural materials or
artificial structures.

In [1], Ginzburg analyzed the London electrodynamics of
a ferromagnetic superconductor in detail, calculated the
distribution of superconducting currents compensating the
magnetization currents, and constructed phase diagrams of
ferromagnetic superconductors in external fields. The back
reaction of superconductivity on ferromagnetism in the
framework of the orbital mechanism was first discussed
in [2±4].

The advent of a microscopic theory of a superconducting
state (the Bardeen±Cooper±Schrieffer theory) allowed estab-
lishing an even stronger mechanism [5] that hinders the
emergence of superconductivity on the background of a
developed ferromagnetic state due to the exchange interac-
tion between the spins of conduction electrons and the
ordered spins of ferromagnet electrons. The exchange field
of the ferromagnet tends to orient the electron spins in one
direction, which obviously conflicts with the formation
mechanism of singlet Cooper pairs from electrons with
opposite spins in a standard s-pairing superconductor [6]. It
is the exchange interaction that is responsible for the strong
suppression of superconductivity by magnetic impurities. It
was shown experimentally in [5] that even a very small (of the
order of a few percent) relative concentration of magnetic
atoms is sufficient for the complete destruction of the
superconducting order.

The influence of the exchange field and magnetic scatter-
ing on superconducting pairing was first analyzed in [7, 8].
The effect exerted bymagnetic impurities on superconducting
properties is described within the now classical Abrikosov±
Gor'kov theory [9]. As in the case of the orbital mechanism,
the interaction of ferromagnetism and superconductivity in
the framework of the exchange mechanism is also mutual,
which suppresses magnetism in the superconducting state
[10]. As a result, ferromagnetic superconductors can exist as
natural materials either at a sufficiently low Curie tempera-
ture [11, 12] or in very exotic situations where the interaction
of electrons gives rise to triplet Cooper pairs (formed by
electrons with codirectional spins) [13, 14]. In contrast to the
electron±phonon (Cooper) pairing mechanism, which is
decisive in standard s-wave superconductors, the most
probable pairing mechanism in triplet superconductors is
related to the interaction between electrons and magnons
[15]. We note that the possibility of electron pairing due to
magnetic excitations has been actively discussed as a super-
conductivity mechanism in strongly correlated systems,
including high-temperature superconductors (HTSCs) (see,
e.g., [16±21]).

The mentioned effects of competition between super-
conductivity and magnetism are very difficult to observe in
natural materials (see, e.g., reviews [22, 23]), which not only
complicates experimental work in this field but also creates an

apparently obvious obstruction to the use of these effects in
any applications. Nevertheless, we can currently assert that
progress in technology and the success of experiments in the
early 21st century demonstrated that the competition between
superconducting and magnetic states of a substance not only
is an intriguing and beautiful physical problem but also offers
prospects for practical use in a new class of cryoelectronic
devicesÐ solid-state devices operating at cryogenic tempera-
tures. Such unique opportunities become available due to the
use of hybrid structures made of interacting ferromagnetic
and superconducting subsystems (for example, multilayer
thin-film SF structures). Using an external magnetic field to
change the magnetic moment distribution opens up the way
to directly control the electron spins in a superconductor. The
quantum mechanical nature of their motion gives rise to a
range of rather nontrivial phenomena, which can be unified
under the name of `superconducting spintronics' (from SPIN
TRansport electrONICS) [24, 25].

The idea of using hybrid structures made of combinations
of magnetic and superconducting materials separated by
insulating or conductive layers as the hardware component
of cryoelectronics is underlain by the possibility of controlling
superconducting currents by changing the magnetic state of
the ferromagnetic subsystem. Of course, such a control
method implies the use of rather weak control magnetic
fields applied to the system. Advances in modern technology
(deposition and lithography techniques) have allowed experi-
menters and technologists to fabricate and study a very wide
class of structures of that sort. Moreover, in the last decade,
the flow of work in this direction has been steadily increasing,
offering quite realistic prospects for creating prototypes of
elements of so-called superconducting spintronics. The use of
such devices, despite the need for very low temperatures for
their operation, can be quite expedient, because it allows
significantly reducing the dissipative losses inherent in devices
of conventional (nonsuperconducting) spintronics [26±28].

The electrodynamic and transport properties of hybrid
SF structures are essentially determined by the character-
istics of the interface between the superconducting and
magnetic subsystems. In SF systems with low-transparent
insulating barriers at the SF interfaces, which suppress
the electron transport between the superconducting and
ferromagnetic subsystems, or in systems with ferromag-
netic insulators, we should expect the exchange interaction
mechanism to be suppressed. The properties of such
magnetically coupled superconductor±insulator±ferromag-
net structures are described in detail in reviews [29, 30].

The ferromagnetic subsystem is typically characterized by
an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of magnetization, i.e.,
a domain structure. As a consequence, ferromagnet stray
fields can also be highly inhomogeneous and ultimately lead
to modulation of the density of Cooper pairs. Under certain
conditions, the concentration of superconducting carriers can
increase near the boundaries of magnetic domains, a
phenomenon referred to as domain-wall superconductivity
[31, 32]. The formation of localized superconductivity over an
extended domain wall can lead to the appearance of a
superconducting channel in the sample; the channel position
and width can be controlled by changing the temperature T
and the external field H perpendicular to the structure
surface. The existence of superconducting channels along
the domain walls was confirmed experimentally using low-
temperature scanning laser microscopy [33] and tunneling
spectroscopy [34].
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An increase in the transparency of SF interfaces and a
corresponding decrease in the resistance of these interfaces
lead to the exchange of electrons between the S and F
subsystems, which creates conditions for the so-called
proximity effect. Penetrating into a ferromagnet, Cooper
pairs are acted upon by the exchange field, which tends to
destroy the bound state of two electrons. The characteristic
decay scale of singlet superconducting correlations in an F
metal usually does not exceed 10 nm, even for weak CuNi-
type ferromagnets [35]. But in a certain layer near the SF
interface, superconducting correlations persist, forming an
unusual superconducting state: due to specific quantum
mechanical interference, the damping of the wave func-
tion of Cooper pairs in a ferromagnet is accompanied by
sign-alternating oscillations on a scale of the order of
several nanometers. These oscillations arise essentially
due to the well-known Larkin±Ovchinnikov±Fulde±Fer-
rell (LOFF) mechanism [36, 37], which leads to instability of
the homogeneous superconducting state in the presence of
spin splitting due to the Zeeman or exchange field.

The basic idea underlying the mechanism of the
formation of an inhomogeneous superconducting state
can be illustrated as follows. The energy shift of the spin
subbands, determined by the exchange field h in the
ferromagnetic layer, leads to a shift in the momenta of
electrons with opposite spins that form a singlet Cooper
pair: k"# � kF � h=��hvF�, where kF is the Fermi wave
number and vF is the Fermi velocity. Because a Cooper
pair combines electrons of different spin subbands, its total
momentum in a ferromagnet is nonzero:Q � 2h=��hvF�. The
appearance of thismomentum actually implies the occurrence
of spatial oscillations of the Cooper pair wave function on the
scale xh � �hvF=�2h�.

We note that the obtained estimate for the oscillation scale
is valid only in the clean limit, when the scale xh is small
compared to the mean free path `. In the usual LOFF phase
(for example, in superconducting films in a parallel magnetic
field), scattering by impurities suppresses the LOFF instabil-
ity [38]. In hybrid structures, wave function oscillations of
Cooper pairs in the direction perpendicular to the SF
interface are also possible in the dirty limit, i.e., for `5 xh.
In this case, the oscillation scale can be estimated within the
diffusion approach as the characteristic diffusion length
xf �

������
Dt
p

for some time t, where D is the electron diffusion
coefficient. Taking xh=vF as the characteristic time t, we
obtain xf �

�����������
�hD=h

p
.

Oscillations of the wave function in a ferromagnet lead to
interesting effects arising when the oscillation period and the
F-layer thickness are commensurable (see review [39] and
references therein). For example, the critical temperature Tc

of the superconducting transition of an SF bilayer depends on
the ferromagnet thickness nonmonotonically [40, 41]. Such a
nonmonotonic dependence of Tc and reentrant superconduc-
tivity [42, 43] have been observed in numerous experiments
with layered SF hybrids [44±49].

Oscillations of the wave function in an SFS layered
structure (Fig. 1) can also give rise to an unusual p-state
[50], in which the equilibrium phase difference equal to p
between the order parameters of two superconductors is
established and the Josephson current is inverted [51, 52]
(see also review [39]). The interference phenomena described
by the quantum mechanics of Cooper pairs underlie the
principles of operation of the currently best known spintro-
nic devices: Josephson junctions with an inverted relation

between the superconducting current and the phase difference
of superconducting electrodes (p-contacts) [51±53] and spin
valves, in which the critical transition temperature is con-
trolled by the mutual orientation of the magnetic moments in
the magnetic subsystem [54±59].

The possibility of forming a weak Josephson coupling of
superconducting electrodes through a ferromagnetic layer
(SFS junction) and the p phase inversion was predicted in
the works of Buzdin and Kupriyanov [51, 52], which had a
significant impact on the entire subsequent development in
this field. Experimental evidence of the possibility of a
superconducting current flowing through a ferromagnet and
the formation of a p-state was first obtained by Ryazanov's
group (Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of
Sciences) [53]. Later, these results were abundantly confirmed
by other groups [60±64].

Figure 1 qualitatively shows the distribution of the wave
function of Cooper pairs in an ordinary (0-type) Josephson
SFS junction and in a p-junction. The transition between the
0- and p-states of an SFS junction is usually accompanied by a
nonmonotonic dependence of the critical current of the SFS
transition: the maximum current flowing without dissipation
through the Josephson junction depends on the temperature
and thickness of the F layer (which was in fact first confirmed
experimentally in [53]). Similar Josephson phase inverters and
more general engineering of the current±phase relation [65]
can be used to design qubits (basic elements for storing
information in a quantum computer) [66, 67] and create
low-noise SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference
Device) magnetometersÐhigh-precision devices for mag-
netic flux measurements [68].

The quantum interference phenomena of Cooper pairs
become even more nontrivial in the presence of inhomoge-
neous exchange fields, e.g., in systems containing several
ferromagnetic layers with different orientations of the
magnetization vector. If the magnetization in one of the
layers is fixed, e.g., with the help of an additional antiferro-
magnetic layer, then the mutual orientation of the magnetiza-
tion vectors in the ferromagnetic film can be controlled by
applying a relatively weak external magnetic field [54±56, 69].

Variations in the exchange field profile near the super-
conductor surface have a strong effect on the penetration of
Cooper pairs into the ferromagnetic subsystem and hence
shift the critical superconducting transition temperature in
the entire system. As a result, the temperature dependence of
the resistance shifts, and we obtain the potential to effectively
control the sample resistance by a weakmagnetic field. Such a
structure is called a spin valve; it can be classified as a
promising element of future cryoelectronic circuits. For
most ferromagnetic metals, unfortunately, the critical tem-
perature shift is extremely small (of the order of a fraction of a
degree). We note, however, that the shift increases signifi-
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Figure 1. Qualitative behavior of the wave function of Cooper pairs in an

SFS Josephson junction in the absence of a potential barrier at the SF

interface: (a) 0-type junction, (b) p-type junction.
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cantly (see [70±73]) when using ferromagnets whose exchange
energy exceeds the Fermi energy.

We note that the overall manifestations of the proximity
effect in SF systems change significantly if materials with an
extremely strong spin polarization of conduction electrons
are used as a ferromagnet. Such materials are often called
half-metal ferromagnets or half-metals (HMs) [74±78]. Such
materials have nonzero conductivity for electrons with one of
the possible spin projections on the exchange field direction
and are simultaneously insulators or semiconductors for
electrons with the opposite spin projection. As a result,
singlet Cooper pairs formed by electrons with opposite spins
cannot directly penetrate from the superconductor into the
HM, and the proximity effect between these materials is
suppressed.

At the same time, a number of experiments suggest the
penetration of Cooper pairs into HMs to distances compar-
able to the scale of penetration of pairs into normal metals.
The traditional explanation for this effect is based on the
assumption that local inhomogeneities in the direction of the
exchange field arise at the HM boundary, making the
boundary spin-active (when crossing it, the spin state of the
electron changes) and thereby leading to the generation of
long-range triplet correlations with the spin projection
sz � ��h. Moreover, if both electron spins are directed along
the HM quantization axis �sz � �h�, then the corresponding
superconducting correlations penetrate into the HM, and
if both spins are directed against the quantization axis
�sz � ÿ�h�, then the penetration of correlations is impossible.
To date, the study of the superconducting proximity effect
with HMs has become one of the most actively developing
fields in superconducting spintronics.

We note that the problem of discrepancy between the
experimentally detected penetration depth of superconduct-
ing correlations in ferromagnetic materials and theoretical
estimates is typical not solely for HMs (see review [79]).
Indeed, based on the simplest estimate of the depth of
penetration of superconducting correlations into a dirty
ferromagnet xf �

�������������
�hDf=h

p
, where Df is the diffusion coeffi-

cient in a ferromagnet and h is the exchange field, we cannot
explain the experimental evidence [80±89] on the observation
of an anomalously long (up to 0.5 mm) decay length of
superconducting correlations in an Fmetal. Various mechan-
isms of generation of spin-triplet pairs from electrons with the
same spin projection on the quantization axis are usually
considered in order to explain such an anomalous proximity
effect and long-range interaction [90±92] (see also reviews [93,
94]).

The presence of induced triplet correlations in a ferro-
magnet and the related features of the proximity effect
between a superconductor and a ferromagnet manifest
themselves, in particular, in the screening properties of
hybrid SF structures. At a temperature T close to the critical
temperature Tc, the effective penetration depth L of the
magnetic field is determined by the average density of
singlet, hnsi, and triplet, hnti, pairs [79]: Lÿ1 / hnsi ÿ hnti.
Here, ns and nt are the local densities of singlet and triplet
correlations. Because the singlet and triplet superconduct-
ing correlations behave in a significantly different manner
in a ferromagnet, the local supercurrent density js �
ÿe 2�ns ÿ nt�A=�mc� can become locally paramagnetic in
domains where triplet correlations dominate (nt > ns).

Generally, we note that the study of the electrodynamic
response of SF structures provides unique opportunities both

for elucidating the fundamental physics of the proximity
effect and for developing effective methods to test the
properties of prototypes of superconducting spintronic
devices. An important problem here is the inverse proximity
effect, which amounts to taking the inverse effect of a
ferromagnet on Cooper pairs into account in the super-
conducting subsystem. The inverse effect arises due to both
the spin mechanism [10] and the orbital (electromagnetic)
effect [2±4]. The observed manifestations of the inverse effect
of a magnet on a superconductor are associated with both the
spontaneous currents generated in the superconductor and a
possible instability with respect to the appearance of a
spatially modulated density of Cooper pairs in the plane of
the superconducting layers. This instability, which is similar
to the LOFF instability [36, 37], can significantly change the
characteristics of SF hybrid structures.

Let us take special note of a number of important
manifestations of the proximity effect associated with the
influence of the spin±orbit (SO) coupling on superconducting
correlations in SF structures, in particular, the Rashba-type
interaction [95] arising at the interfaces of SF structures.
Spin±orbit effects can lead to both new mechanisms of
excitation of spontaneous currents and the formation of an
anisotropic structure of superconducting correlations in
momentum space, more specifically, p-type correlations.
The combined effect of a strong exchange field and SO
coupling leads to a topological transition and the formation
of so-called Majorana states, which are widely discussed in
the literature in the context of the implementation of
topologically protected quantum computing [96, 97]. We
note that SO coupling can also provide conditions for the
appearance of so-called phi-contacts with a spontaneous
phase difference between superconducting electrodes in the
ground state.

Even a fairly brief description of some of the most
interesting, in our opinion, areas of modern research in the
field of superconducting spintronics should convince the
reader that this area has indeed become a hot topic in
condensed matter physics. Writing this review therefore
looks well justified and timely. The purpose of the review is
to acquaintPhysics±Uspekhi readers in more detail with some
of the most important results in the field of superconducting
spintronics, paying special attention to the effects that are of
interest to a general physical audience. The structure of the
review is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the best known
types of superconducting spintronic devices in somewhat
greater detail than in the Introduction. Being more specific
about the subjects of study allows us to relate the further
presentation of physical effects to possible applications.
Section 3 is devoted to the rather intriguing problem of
long-range effects in the propagation of superconducting
correlations in a ferromagnet. The electrodynamics of SF
structures is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 contains a
description of the modern experimental and theoretical
situation as regards the use of ferromagnetic metals with
extremely strong spin polarization of conducting electrons in
superconducting spintronics. In Section 6, we recapitulate
and briefly discuss possible prospects for the development of
the physics of SF systems. InAppendixA, for the convenience
of the reader, we provide a brief summary of the main
theoretical approaches that are used in the theory of the
proximity effect in SF systems, which allows us to refer to the
equations of the basic theory when presenting theoretical
results in the main body of the paper.
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2. Devices of superconducting spintronics

Although research of hybrid systems is still mainly focused on
studying the fundamental problems of the interplay between
superconductivity and ferromagnetism, applied supercon-
ducting electronics and spintronics are currently undergoing
rapid development, motivated by the urgent need for
cryogenic memory for quantum logic devices and by design-
ing new applications that involve superconducting qubits.
Superconducting spintronics allows producing circuits in
which logical operations controlled by spin currents can be
performed faster and with higher energy efficiency [28, 98]
than analogous operations based on charge transfer in
semiconducting devices [99]. The potential possibilities and
properties of hybrid SF systems, which are not shared by
superconductors and ferromagnets taken separately, moti-
vate applied interest in such structures, in particular, due to
the prospects of their use as elements of superconducting
computational schemes [66, 67] or other devices with tunable
transport and magnetic properties based on spin-polarized
supercurrent [26, 79].

In Sections 2.1±2.3, we consider possible solutions and
examples of devices that can be useful for developments in the
field of superconducting spintronics.

2.1 Spin valves
The foundations of the theory of superconducting spin valves
were laid in the works of the groups of Tagirov, Buzdin, and
Beasley [54±56], where it was shown that the relative
orientation of the magnetizations M1; 2 in neighboring
ferromagnetic layers in three-layer structures F1F2S [56]
(Fig. 2a) or F1SF2 [54, 55] (Fig. 2b) can have a significant
effect on the critical temperature Tc of the superconducting
transition. With suitably chosen structure parameters, the
difference between critical temperatures of the superconduct-
ing transition in the cases of codirectional, T ""c , and
oppositely directed, T "#c , magnetizations in F-layers can
easily be observed. Because the structure-averaged exchange
field for a configuration with oppositely directed magnetiza-
tions is obviously smaller than for a configuration with
codirectional magnetizations, it is natural to expect that
T "#c > T ""c .

Such hybrid SF structures are analogous to a conven-
tional spin valve [99] with the normal (N) metal layer replaced
with a superconducting one; they have a colossal magnetore-
sistance when the system switches from the normal (resistive)
state to the superconducting state and are therefore promising
devices for controlling electron transport by relatively weak
external magnetic fields.

The effect of the mutual orientation of the F-layer
magnetizations on Tc has been convincingly confirmed
experimentally for F1SF2 structures with a weak solution of
CuNi as a ferromagnet [57, 58]. But the measured values of
DTc � T "#c ÿ T ""c turned out to be much less than predicted
and did not exceed the superconducting transition width dTc,
thus failing to ensure complete switching between the normal
and superconducting states. The use of strong ferromagnetic
metals (Fe and Ni) in such structures made it possible to
somewhat increase DTc [100, 101] and even to realize the case
DTc 0 dTc [102] corresponding to infinite magnetoresistance.
In some cases, an unusual decrease in the critical temperature
was observed when the codirectional magnetization orienta-
tion in the F-layers was replaced with an oppositely directed
one �T "#c < T ""c �, which was called the inverse spin-valve
effect [103±108]. This behavior, which contradicts the original
ideas [54, 55], can be caused by, among other things, the effect
of stray fields of magnetic domains in ferromagnetic layers,
which depend on the mutual orientation of their magnetiza-
tions [109, 110].

More encouraging results were obtained with F1F2S
systems, in which, using the thin-film heterostructure
CoOx=Fe=Cu=Fe=In as an example, the complete switching
between the normal and superconducting states was
observed, ensuring the relation DTc > dTc [111, 112].
Further studies showed that both usual �T "#c > T ""c � and
inverse �T "#c < T ""c � spin-valve effects are possible in such
hybrid structures, depending on the thickness of the ferro-
magnetic layer F2 [113, 114]. The change of sign of the spin-
valve effect and DTc oscillations with a change in the F2 layer
thickness is explained by the interference of the wave function
of Cooper pairs in the ferromagnetic layer in the vicinity of
the SF interface [115]. The physics of hybrid SF structures
with several F layers becomes even more nontrivial and
diverse if the magnetizations in the layers are noncollinear.
In this case, superconducting correlations contain odd in the
Matsubara frequency spin-triplet components with the spin
projection sz � ��h on the quantization axis, which are not
destroyed by the exchange field, and decay weakly in a
ferromagnetic metal on the scale of the correlation length xn
[90, 92] (see also reviews [93, 94]).

The appearance of long-range spin-triplet correlations
creates an additional mechanism for superconductivity
suppression, such that the minimum of the dependence
Tc�y� can correspond to a noncollinear configuration
with y 6� 0; p (the triplet spin-valve effect). The possibi-
lity of the triplet spin-valve effect for diffusive F1F2S
systems (dirty limit) was shown theoretically in [115] and
confirmed experimentally using CoO=Fe=Cu=Fe=Pl [59]
and Nb=CuNi=Nb=Co=CoOx [116] structures. Numerical
calculations based on a self-consistent solution of the
Bogoliubov±de Gennes (BdG) equations (see Appendix A.1)
for F1F2S ballistic conduction systems (clean limit) also
confirmed the possibility of a nonmonotonic Tc�y� depen-
dence for 04y4 p [117]. Issues related to the physics of the
long-range triplet proximity effect are discussed inmore detail
in Section 3.

For F1SF2 spin valves, calculations performed for
symmetric FSF structures (with identical ferromagnetic
layers) predict only the usual spin-valve effect, with
T "#c > T ""c in both dirty [54, 55, 118±120] and clean [121±
123] limits. Numerical calculations of the critical temperature
of asymmetric F1SF2 structures in the dirty limit [124, 125]
showed that Tc�y� increases monotonically as the misorienta-
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Figure 2. Variants of superconducting valves: (a) F1F2S structures;

(b) F1SF2 structures.
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tion angle y increases (04y4 p), whichmeans that the usual
spin-valve effect is also preserved in this case. For hybrid FSF
structures with atomic layers, the configuration with oppo-
sitely directed magnetic moments in F layers turns out to be
preferable for the appearance of superconductivity and has a
higher Tc [126, 127], except in the case of band inversion in
strong ferromagnets due to spin splitting [128].

At the same time, the results of experimental studies of
F1SF2 spin valves look less conclusive. Although most
experiments with F1SF2 structures, in agreement with the
theory, demonstrated only the usual spin-valve effect [57, 58,
100, 101, 129±132] and amonotonically increasing Tc�y� for y
increasing from 0 to p [133], some instances of the structure
parameter selection led to the inverse spin-valve effect, with
T "#c < T ""c [104±108, 134]. A change of sign of the spin-valve
effect can be achieved, for example, by adding spin-active
layers between the superconductor and the ferromagnet [135].
To reliably control the relative directions of magnetization in
the layer plane, an additional antiferromagnet layer and/or
magnetic anisotropy are typically used. The maximum
suppression of the critical temperature DTc achieved in such
structures varies from 20mK for diffuse systems [59, 136, 137]
to 120 mK when using thin ballistic layers of strong ferro-
magnets [138]. Explanations of the inverse spin-valve effect in
three-layer F1SF2 diffusive structures usually invoke addi-
tional assumptions that lie outside the standard theory of the
proximity effect at the SF interface. In the case of strong
ferromagnets, a configuration with mutually opposite direc-
tions of magnetic moments in the F layers should lead to the
accumulation of spin-polarized quasiparticles in the S layer
due to the relatively low probability of quasiparticle transi-
tion between the F layers [104]. The inverse spin-valve effect
can also be caused by a parasitic field from the domain walls
in ferromagnets [105, 110] or by dissipative motion of vortices
induced by the domain walls [109]. In the case of asymmetric
three-layer F1SF2 structures with ballistic transport, in
addition to the usual effect, the inverse and triplet spin-valve
effects are possible for suitably selected thicknesses of the
ferromagnetic layers [139].

Relatively recent advances in the physics of SF structures
demonstrating spin valve properties include the implementa-
tion of a complete switching from the superconducting state
to the normal state and back by aweak externalmagnetic field
[111], the triplet and inverse spin-valve effects, demonstrated
in the works of Garifullin's and Tagirov's groups [59, 112,
116, 138, 140] (see review [141] for details), and the magnetic
memory effect [28, 142].

Summarizing, we can conclude that the spin-valve effect
in SFF and FSF systems has been studied quite well both
experimentally and theoretically. The dependence of the
critical temperature of the superconducting layer on the
misorientation angle of magnetic moments in ferromagnetic
layers is determined by three main factors. First, the
suppression of the critical temperature Tc occurs due to the
exchange field in ferromagnets, which destroys the spin
structure of Cooper pairs. Second, an increase in the angle y
between the magnetic moments in the F layers leads to a
decrease in the average exchange field in the structure, which
would suggest a monotonically increasing dependence Tc�y�.
But if the thickness of the ferromagnetic layers exceeds the
correlation length xf, then the dependence Tc�y� is signifi-
cantly affected by the interference effects due to the
oscillatory behavior of the wave function of Cooper pairs in
a ferromagnet. As a result, depending on the ratio between the

thickness of the F layers and xf, the maximum of Tc�y� can
correspond to both codirectional and oppositely directed
orientations of the magnetic moments. Finally, the noncolli-
nearity of the magnetic moments leads to the appearance of
long-range triplet correlations, which form an additional
channel for the escape of Cooper pairs from the super-
conductor and hence contribute to the suppression of Tc. As
a result, the Tc�y� dependence can have a minimum at angle
y 6� 0; p.

Further progress in improving the characteristics of spin
valves is associated with the use of strong ferromagnets with
full spin polarization of the bands. For example, a recent
experiment in [70] demonstrated a huge increase in the
absolute value of the critical temperature shift with a change
in the mutual orientation of magnetic moments. We defer a
detailed discussion of this subject until Section 5.

2.2 Josephson p-junction
Similar effects also underlie the physics of Josephson SFS
junctions containing a ferromagnetic layer sandwiched
between two ordinary superconductors in the spin-singlet
state. Owing to the proximity effect, the pair wave functions
partially penetrate from the superconductors into the ferro-
magnet, resulting in weak coupling in the overlap region.
Sign-alternating damped oscillations of the superconducting
wave function in a ferromagnet near the SF interface can lead
to the appearance of a spontaneous phase difference p at the
electrodes, i.e., to the transition of a Josephson SFS junction
to the p state [50] with the current±phase relation
I�j� � jIcj sin �j� p� � ÿjIcj sinj involving an anomalous
shift by p.

The transition from the ordinary state (0) to the p-state is
implemented by selecting the thickness df and/or the exchange
energy Eex of the F layer [41, 51, 52, 143]. Experimentally, the
formation of the p phase is most often determined by the
behavior of the critical temperature Tc of the transition of the
hybrid system to the normal state [41, 44, 45] or by measuring
the critical current Ic of a Josephson SFS structure [53, 61,
144]. Formally, the change in the ground state of the SFS
junction (0. p) is described by the sign change of Ic [51, 52],
which should mean a noticeable suppression of the critical
current when the junction passes from the 0-phase to the
p-phase. The nonmonotonic dependence of the critical
current of an SFS junction in the vicinity of the 0±p transition
was first observed in [53, 145] and was later measured in more
detail in [61, 63]. A noticeable suppression of the critical
current under the transition of the junction from the 0-phase
to the p-phase can be unobservable due to the strong
anharmonicity of the SFS junction, whose current±phase
relation

I�j� � Ic1 sinj� Ic2 sin �2j� � . . . �1�
involves significant contributions of the higher harmonics Icn
with n5 2 [146±152].

The first successful experimental studies of the Joseph-
son characteristics of SFS junctions were performed with
structures where ferromagnetic alloys (CuNi [53, 63] and
PdNi [61]) with a relatively weak exchange field h=kB �
100ÿ500 K (where kB is the Boltzmann constant) were
used as the ferromagnetic material, which allowed sig-
nificantly increasing the decay length of singlet pair
correlations in the ferromagnet layer and ensured the
diffusive leak of the supercurrent through the F layer up
to � 30 nm in thickness. The presence of a p shift in the
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phase difference of the Josephson junction was confirmed
by phase-sensitive measurements of the dependence of the
critical current of a superconducting interferometer on the
magnetic field [153, 154] and direct measurements of the
current±phase relation of the SFS junction [155]. The
advantage of using weak ferromagnets is that the low
Curie temperature TCurie and the presence of magnetic
inhomogeneities in the alloys [156, 157], leading to spin-
flip scattering, allow observing several 0±p transitions at a
fixed temperature and a temperature transition between 0
and p states in the same device [144].

A signature of the formation of a p-state is the generation
of a spontaneous direct current in a superconducting ring
with an odd number of p-junctions [50], which is accompa-
nied by the appearance of a state with a `trapped' half-
quantum F0=2 magnetic flux [158, 159]. Because the ground
state of such a ring is doubly degenerate with respect to the
direction of the spontaneous current and the magnetic flux,
p-junctions were proposed as one of the main elements of a
superconducting qubit [68, 160, 161].

The use of ferromagnets (Fe, Co, and Py) with a higher
TCurie and a strong exchange field as an F metal requires very
thin F layers (� 2±10 nm) for observing the Josephson
junction transition to the p-state [64, 162±164]. A detailed
study of the transport properties of the Nb=Co=Nb junction
under the 0ÿp transition showed that current±phase relation
(1) involves a significant contribution of the second harmonic
Ic2 sin �2j� [64]; the sign of its amplitude Ic2 determines the
order of the phase transition between the 0- and p-states of the
SFS Josephson junction (for Ic2 > 0, the transition between
the 0 and p states is first-order) [146, 147, 149].

An effective decrease in the exchange energy, which leads
to an increase in the characteristic decay scale and in the
period of oscillations of the pair wave function, can be
achieved by using two-layer (three-layer) structures made of
normal and ferromagnetic metals to ensure a weak coupling
between superconducting electrodes such that the super-
current is directed along the FN interface [165±168] (Fig. 3).
Experimental realization of such structures in planar
geometry showed that the Josephson effect persists in
them when the weak-link length is much longer than the
coherence length determined by the exchange field of the
ferromagnet [169].

The effect of additional normal and/or insulating (I)
layers between a superconductor and a ferromagnet was
studied in detail theoretically in [170]. It was found that even
a thin additional normal conducting layer can shift the

position of the 0ÿp transition toward higher or lower
ferromagnet thicknesses, depending on the conducting prop-
erties, while the presence of an insulating layer can greatly
reduce the F-layer thickness ensuring the 0ÿp transition
[170±172]. In S=F=I=S tunneling Josephson structures,
evidence of p-state formation is the inversion of the spectrum
of the density of states (DOS) and of tunneling conductivity
[173] observed in experiments [60, 62, 174, 175]. The
possibility of forming the p-state in SFS tunnel junctions by
replacing the composite F=I layer with a ferromagnetic
insulator (FI) was theoretically shown in [176] and discussed
further in [177, 178]. The creation of S=FI=S type Josephson
devices is typically hindered by the large effective spin
polarization of the barrier [179], which prevents the tunnel-
ing of singlet pairs. It may be promising to use the
magnetically soft GdN insulator as an F barrier [180]. It has
been shown that NbN=GdN=NbN structures with such a
barrier have a significant critical current and a high spin
polarization, which allows using them as a Josephson spin
valve [181, 182].

In recent years, special interest has been attracted to
Josephson devices based on SFS structures with an inhomo-
geneous exchange field, allowing long-range spin-triplet
correlations. To create conditions for such correlations, the
interlayer between superconducting electrodes was realized,
for example, by multilayer F1FF2 structures with noncol-
linear magnetic moments in the different ferromagnetic layers
[88, 183±188] (Fig. 4) or by rare-earth ferromagnets (Ho and
Gd), which have their intrinsic magnetic texture [88, 189±
193]. Long-range spin-triplet correlations can also arise in the
presence of magnetization rotation in a domain wall [90, 92,
194±196] or in a magnetic vortex [197, 198]. Significant
conversion into triplet pairs is also possible on a spin-active
FS interface [199±201]. In the case of an SF1FF2S junction,
the triplet component of the pair function is formed by a thin
�� xf� ferromagnet layer between the superconducting elec-
trode and a thick �4 xf� central domain with noncollinear
magnetization. Experiments in [88, 186, 188, 202] showed that
the triplet Josephson current noticeably increases upon
increasing the magnetization misorientation angle between
the outer and central layers (F1F and FF2). We emphasize
that the long-range effect is ensured here by the propagation
of the triplet correlations of electrons with parallel spins, and
the use of the F1F bilayer as a ferromagnetic barrier in the
SFS junction is insufficient for the formation of a long-range
triplet Josephson current [203±205]. The strong dependence
of the supercurrent amplitude and phase on the misorienta-
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Figure 3. Weakly coupled planar S/FN/S Josephson junction made of a

two-layer structure of normal (N) and ferromagnetic (F) metals.
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Figure 4. Josephson junction based on a multilayer F1FF2 ferromagnetic

structure.
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tion angle of the magnetization of the outer layers allows
controlling the transition between the 0- and p-states of such a
junction [199, 206, 207].

An inhomogeneous exchange field h can also contribute to
the long-range effect in Josephson SFS structures in the clean
limit, when the characteristic mean free path of electrons in a
ferromagnet noticeably exceeds its dimensions [195, 203, 204].
The method proposed and studied in [208] allows controlling
the critical current and the 0ÿp transition of a weak SFS link
between singlet superconductors by creating a small-scale
noncollinear exchange field texture in a ferromagnet, which
changes the spin structure of propagating Cooper pairs.

We note that, when using ferromagnets as a barrier, the
effect of the magnetic flux created by the F layer in the
transition regionmust be taken into account (except when the
magnetization is orthogonal to the barrier); it leads to an
additional shift in the Fraunhofer patternÐ the dependence
of the contact critical current Ic on the external magnetic field
H. The dependence Ic�H� becomes hysteretic if the field H
exceeds the coercivity field of the ferromagnet [209, 210],
thereby allowing such SFS junctions to be used as Josephson
magnetic switches or memory elements [211±218]. Compen-
sation of the magnetic flux, whenever necessary, can be
achieved by using a composite three-layer F=N=F ferro-
magnet with antiferromagnetically ordered F layers as a
barrier [219]. Switching between the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic configurations of the F layers allows
significantly affecting the critical current of S=F=N=F=S
ballistic junctions [89, 90, 220].

2.3 Josephson u0-junction.
Phase batteries and Josephson diodes
In recent years, attention has been attracted to the
possibility of implementing Josephson junctions with
an arbitrary phase difference in the ground state [221±
223], described by the current±phase relation I�j� �
Ic sin �j� j0�, with the Josephson energy minimum
EJ � ��hIc=�2e���1ÿ cos �j� j0�� corresponding to an arbi-
trary phase difference j � ÿj0 (0 < j0 < p).

A Josephson junction with such unusual properties can
be implemented on the basis of (a) junctions in which the
0ÿp modulation of the phase difference is formed artifi-
cially and the ground state is realized with an arbitrary
value of the averaged Josephson phase difference j [221,
224]; (b) junctions with a sufficiently large second harmonic
in the current±phase relation I�j� � Ic1 sinj� Ic2 sin �2j� if
Ic2 < 0 and the first harmonic is considerably suppressed
�jIc2j � jIc1j� [222]; (c) junctions in which charge transport
between superconducting electrodes occurs through a mag-
netic system with SO coupling [223]; (d) junctions with an
inhomogeneous distribution of the exchange field in the F
layer [225] or spin-active interfaces [226, 227]; (e) junctions in
which the superconducting electrodes are separated by an
antiferromagnet with uncompensated magnetic moments in
the sublattices [228]; and (f) junctions with HM layers, i.e.,
ferromagnets with the full spin polarization of electrons [199,
229±235].

Such j0 junctions with an anomalous Josephson effect
have good prospects for use in superconducting electronics
[68, 161, 236±240]. The creation of j0 junctions allows
implementing various designs of so-called phase batteries
[26, 241, 242], which provide phase shifts in superconducting
circuits. An example of such device consisting of a super-
conducting ring partially covered with a ferromagnet has

been recently proposed in Ref. [243]. A tunable phase battery
based on a combination of SO coupling and exchange
interaction in an InAs nanowire was recently implemented
in [244].

We note that to have a nontrivial current±phase relation
in the form I�j� � Ic sin �j� j0� (i.e., to be a j0-junction)
the system should satisfy certain symmetry conditions
formulated in [245]. Time reversal symmetry imposes a
general constraint on the form of the current±phase depen-
dence of Josephson junctions: it must satisfy the condition
I�j;M� � ÿI�ÿj;ÿM�. The necessary conditions for the
realization of a nontrivial ground state for j � ÿj0 6� 0; p
are a noncoplanar distribution of the magnetization and
symmetry breaking with respect to the magnetization inver-
sion in the expression for the superconducting current,
I�j;M� 6� I�j;ÿM�. The authors showed that this symme-
try can be absent in the general case, even if it is preserved in
the semiclassical approximation. The conditions under which
the I�j;M� � I�j;ÿM� symmetry is violated in diffusive
structures and the associated appearance of an anomalous
phase j0 were discussed in detail in recent review [246].

Thej0 ground state of the Josephson junctionwas studied
experimentally, for example, in an asymmetric 0ÿp SFS
transition with a variable thickness of the ferromagnetic
layer [247, 248]. The anomalous Josephson effect with a
tunable phase shift was also implemented in [249] based on
InAs=Al junctions. New options for creating Josephson j0

junctions have emerged due to progress in the synthesis of
hybrid superconducting structures with strong SO coupling
[250] and junctions based on topological insulators [251] with
broken spatial inversion symmetry [252, 253].

Obviously, the violation of spatial inversion symmetry
can lead to the appearance of a peculiar diode effect in the
transport characteristics of Josephson junctions: the super-
conducting critical current of the junction depends on the
direction of the current. Such a diode effect has been
predicted theoretically for a variety of Josephson structures,
including topological junctions on helicoidal edge states [254],
SF systems with spin-active interfaces [226, 227], and
junctions based on multichannel semiconducting wires with
a strong SO coupling and Zeeman splitting in an external
magnetic field [255]. Changes in the geometry of single-
channel semiconducting wires with induced superconductiv-
ity can be attended by a spontaneous phase difference [256±
258] and a diode effect [259] (also see review [260]). A
superconducting diode was recently implemented experimen-
tally on the basis of Nb=Va=Ta superlattices [261].

3. Long-range superconducting correlations
in ferromagnets

The brief review of the options for superconducting spin-
tronics devices and their operating principles presented in
Section 2 shows that all of them are highly sensitive to
quantum mechanical interference effects of the wave func-
tions of Cooper pairs, which in turn strongly depend on the
characteristic scales of penetration of correlations into a
ferromagnet. The simplest estimates of these scales in the
dirty limit given in the Introduction firmly suggest that they
are small at realistic values of the exchange fields, which
should apparently impose significant constraints on the
admissible thicknesses of ferromagnetic layers and create
additional technological difficulties. At the same time, a
number of experiments are known [80±89] to have observed
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the so-called long-range proximity effect in a ferromagnet: the
propagation of superconducting correlations over anoma-
lously large distances in ferromagnetic metals, contrary to
traditional ideas about the strong suppression of singlet
superconductivity by the exchange field.

Experimental data testify that superconducting correla-
tions are preserved at distances comparable to the coherence
length xn in a normal (nonmagnetic) metal. For example, in
Co=Al [80] and Ni=Al [81] hybrid structures, the effect of
superconducting correlations on the ferromagnet conductiv-
ity was preserved at distances from the SF interface much
longer than the typical scale of the proximity effect for the
singlet component. In the experiments in [84], a considerable
supercurrent was observed to flow through a thin cobalt wire
about 0:5 mm in length, which is several orders of magnitude
greater than the characteristic decay length of the singlet
superconducting correlations in cobalt. A strong Josephson
effect was revealed in SFS structures with an inhomogeneous
ferromagnetic layer and with a total thickness much larger
than the characteristic scale xf [83, 88, 188]. Such amysterious
discrepancy between theoretical estimates and experimental
results, as well as the need for an appropriate description and
explanation for long-range effects, gave rise to a large number
of theoretical papers [90, 92, 187, 194, 195, 197, 198, 208, 262±
267] proposing various mechanisms underlying the long-
range proximity effect.

Before proceeding to elucidate the physics behind the
possible increase in the penetration length of superconducting
correlations in a ferromagnet, we must consider the standard
mechanisms for suppressing these correlations by an
exchange field in more detail. As in the case of super-
conductor±normal-metal structures, the proximity effect at
the SF interface can be understood by considering the
quantum mechanics of quasiparticle excitations. The occur-
rence of the proximity effect is associated with the Andreev
reflection of quasiparticles [268], which ensures the correlated
motion of electrons and holes in the metal and hence a
nonzero amplitude of superconducting correlations, even in
the absence of a pairing potential [269, 270]. In ferromagnetic
metals, quasiparticles acquire an additional exchange energy,
depending on the direction of the spin, which strongly affects
the process of Andreev reflection [271].

Spin splitting leads to a mismatch by jdqj �
jqu"�#� ÿ qv#�"�j ' 2h=��hvF� between the wave vectors of
quasiparticles with the energy e5 h5 eF and opposite
directions of the spin projection. The sign of dq is determined
by the spin structure of the wave function components u and v
relative to the exchange field direction (Fig. 5b) and is
reversed in two cases: when the exchange field direction

changes, h! ÿh, and when an electron±hole pair is scat-
tered with spin flip.

The action of the exchange field h along a trajectory of
length L gives rise to the phase difference g � dqL � �L=xh
between the u and v components of the wave function ĉ,
where xh � �hvF=�2h� is the characteristic length determined
by the magnitude of the exchange field h [195, 203].

Because the calculation of any measurable values (current
density, conductance, etc.) involves averaging over different
trajectories, i.e., calculating a superposition of rapidly
oscillating contributions uv � � exp �ig�L�� from trajectories
of different lengthsL, the phase difference between the u and v
components of the wave function ĉ causes destructive
interference of the electron and hole states in the F metal
over the characteristic length � 1=dq � xh. In clean systems
with ballistic transport, this leads to a power-law decrease,
with a characteristic scale xh, in the amplitude of super-
conducting correlations along the direction into the bulk of
the F layer. In diffuse (dirty) systems, the calculation of
disorder averages leads to expressions of the form huv �i �
hexp �ig�L��i, which decay exponentially with the distance
from the SF interface [143, 272], with the characteristic length
xf �

�������������
�hDf=h

p
. Inside the F metal, superconducting correla-

tions then decay on the scale xf in accordance with an
exponential law.

The destructive phase difference g created by the exchange
field can be significantly reduced or evenmade equal to zero if
the exchange field changes direction along the semiclassical
trajectory [195]. In some cases, it is thus possible to achieve
complete compensation of the destructive phase difference g
and qualitatively change the behavior of superconducting
correlations in a ferromagnet under conditions of the
proximity effect. In essence, this compensation is one of the
possible ways to ensure the long-range character of super-
conducting correlations.

An alternative way to eliminate the interference of
trajectory contributions to superconducting correlations is
to generate triplet correlations with Cooper pair spin
projections ��h. The point is that, in the foregoing argument,
the products uv � were assumed to involve the components u
and v corresponding to a singlet Cooper pair (the singlet
anomalous average). For a triplet Cooper pair with spin
projections ��h, the wave function is proportional to the
product of the electron and hole components, which no
longer contain the above phase factor that causes dephasing
between the contributions of individual trajectories to
physical quantities. Obviously, such superconducting correla-
tions no longer experience a strong exponential suppression
due to the influence of the exchange field.

The generation of spin-triplet pairs with spin projec-
tions �h and ÿ�h on the quantization axis allows resolving the
contradiction between superconductivity and ferromagnet-
ism: because such pairs are not destroyed by the exchange
field, the depth of penetration of the triplet component into
the ferromagnet is much larger than the penetration depth of
the singlet component. An important point in implementing
such a long-range mechanism is the method of converting
singlet Cooper pairs �"# ÿ #"� formed in the superconductor
into triplet pairs �""� and �##� in the ferromagnet. The
problem is that correlations of this type are not directly
excited by superconducting pairing in a superconductor, but
can be generated due to the inhomogeneity of the exchange
field [273] or spin-dependent scattering at the SF interfaces. A
triplet mechanism for the formation of long-range super-
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Figure 5. (a) Josephson SFS junction with a ferromagnetic bilayer.

Quasiparticle trajectory is shown by a dashed line. (b) Spin structure

q � ku" ÿ kv# of pair wave function c in a ferromagnetic bilayer with
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conducting correlations in SF systems was proposed in [90,
92] (also see review [93]).

It is useful to start our analysis from the discussion of the
technical side of describing singlet and triplet correlations
within the microscopic approach presented in Appendix A.
The wave function of triplet Cooper pairs (or, more precisely,
the anomalous Green's function) has three different compo-
nents corresponding to different values of the spin projection
of the Cooper pair on the quantization axis: sz � ��h; 0. The
Cooper pairs with sz � ��h have a slowly decaying wave
function in a dirty ferromagnet, in contrast to pairs with
sz � 0, whose wave function rapidly decays on the xf scale.
Physically, this is due to the absence of spin splitting and
hence of the decoupling effect of the exchange field on triplet
Cooper pairs with ��h spin projections.

We consider the behavior of the anomalous Green's
function

f̂ � f"# ÿf""
f## ÿf#"

� �
� fs � ftr� fs � ftz ftx ÿ i fty

ftx � i fty fs ÿ ftz

� �
; �2�

which is a 2� 2 matrix in spin space [93, 274, 275], taking a
systemwith the diffusive conductivity type as an example. For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case of weak super-
conducting correlations in a ferromagnet, which are realized
either in the vicinity of the critical temperature of the
superconducting transition or at a sufficiently low transpar-
ency of the SF interfaces. Under these conditions, the singlet
� fs� and triplet �ft� components of the Matsubara Green's
function satisfy the linearized Usadel equations (see Appen-
dix A.4):

�hDH 2 fs � 2on fs � 2ihft ; �3�
�hDH 2 ft � 2onft � 2ih fs : �4�

We note that, according to the Pauli principle, the triplet s-
wave component induced in a ferromagnet must change sign
under time reversal and therefore has an odd frequency
dependence (as a function of the Matsubara frequency).
Obviously, even a homogeneous exchange field leads to the
appearance of a triplet anomalous function such that the
vector function ft is directed along the exchange field vector h
[274, 275]. But, in accordance with the above equations, the ft
component experiences an exponential decrease in the
direction away from the interface. The decay scale of the ft
component parallel to h coincides with the decay scale of the
singlet component fs and is equal to xf.

A totally different spatial dependence arises for the vector
function component ft orthogonal to h because it satisfies the
Usadel equation that does not contain an exchange field and
coincides from this standpoint with the equation for super-
conducting correlations in normal metal. The decay scale of
such correlations therefore coincides with the coherence
length xn �

����������������������
�hD=�2pT �p

, which is typically much longer
than xf for not too small exchange fields h and, moreover,
diverges at low temperatures T.

To date, a large amount of experimental evidence has
been obtained for the manifestation of a long-range triplet
component in hybrid SF systems. Particularly noteworthy are
experiments with SFS junctions containing a composite F
layer [85±89] where long-range phase coherence and an
anomalously strong Josephson current were observed for an
F layer thickness significantly exceeding the penetration
depth of the singlet component. The possibility of an unusual

`triplet' spin-valve effect in SF1F2-type structures was
demonstrated in [59, 70, 112, 116, 138, 140, 276] by
measuring the dependence of the superconducting transition
temperature Tc on the angle between the magnetizations of
the ferromagnetic layers. The minimum critical temperature
Tc in such structures is attained for a noncollinear orientation
of themagnetizations, when the long-range triplet component
is generated in the system. Experimental evidence of the
transformation of singlet Cooper pairs into triplet pairs was
also extracted from DOS measurements in SF systems with
different magnetic textures [174, 175, 277].

3.1 Long-range singlet superconducting correlations
in a ferromagnet. Clean limit
As we have noted, the destructive phase difference between
the electron and hole components of the wave function of
singlet states created by the exchange field can be significantly
reduced by forming a suitable magnetic texture. The presence
of inhomogeneous magnetization can strongly change the
proximity effect in SF structures, which can be manifested,
for example, in a noticeable increase in the Andreev
conductivity of the SF interface [278] and in the DOS in the
F layer [279] whenever domain walls are present in a
ferromagnet. The effect of compensating the destructive g
phase difference can be seen most clearly in the example of
Josephson SFS systems, whose current±phase dependence

I�j� �
X
n

In�j� �
X
n

Icn sin �nj� �5�

is highly sensitive to inhomogeneities in the F-layer magneti-
zation. In the case of a short junction, the leading contribu-
tion to the supercurrent is made by subgap states with an
energy depending both on the Josephson phase difference j
and on the additional spin-dependent phase shift g along a
semiclassical trajectory.

Singlet Josephson transport in ballistic SFS structures with
domains. Complete compensation of the destructive g phase
difference and the long-range Josephson effect are realized in
a clean SFS junction if weak link is implemented in an F
bilayer (Fig. 5a) consisting of two ferromagnetic layers
(domains) with the same thicknesses d1 � d2 5 xs and with
the opposite exchange field directions [195, 203, 280, 281].
The phase gains of thewave functions of quasiparticles during
the ballistic passage of each of the layers g1; 2 then differ only
in sign, g1; 2 � �d1; 2=xh. As a result, the total phase shift in a
ferromagnet, g � g1 � g2, vanishes, as does the destructive
effect of the exchange field, and the amplitude of singlet
superconducting correlations (the singlet component of the
anomalous Green's function) decays toward the bulk of the
ferromagnetic bilayer over the same length xn as in a normal
metal. This process is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 5b.

The long-range effect is also preserved in the more general
case of a short junction, d1; d2 5 xs, when the exchange fields
h1 and h2 in the layers are equal inmagnitude �jh1j � jh2j � h�
but are rotated by an arbitrary angle a relative to each other
(Fig. 5a). Finding the phase shift g reduces to solving the
linearized Eilenberger equations at the zero Matsubara
frequency (see Eqn (B.4) in Appendix B). The first harmonic
of the current±phase dependence for a two-dimensional (2D)
SFS junction with a bilayer serving as a weak link is given
by [263]

I1 �
�
cos2

a
2
Ic1

�
d1 � d2

xh

�
� sin2

a
2
Ic1

�
d1 ÿ d2

xh

��
sinj ; �6�
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where Ic1 is the critical current of the first harmonic of the SFS
junction with the F-layer thickness d � xhd and a homo-
geneous exchange field h,

Ic1�d� � eTc

8 �h
N

�
D
Tc

�2 � p=2

0

dy cos y cos
�

d
cos y

�
; �7�

and N is the number of transverse modes in the junction (see
Appendix B). The asymptotic form of dependence (7) for
d4 xh (d4 1), calculated in [282], is

Ic1�d� �
���
p
p
2

cos dÿ sin d���
d
p : �8�

Thus, the destructive interference of contributions from
different trajectories leads to a power-law decrease in the
critical current Ic1 with an increase in the F-layer thickness d,
Ic1 / dÿ1=2 for 2D transitions [282]. Such a slow power-law
decrease in the critical current Ic1 with increasing ferromag-
netic layer thickness is specific to Josephson systems in the
clean limit. A similar dependence for three-dimensional (3D)
transitions was obtained in [51]: Ic1 / dÿ1. In the symmetric
case �d1 � d2�, we immediately see from (6) that the amplitude
of the long-range component of the Josephson current is

I LR
1 � sin2

a
2
Ic1�0� sinj ; �9�

which is independent of the ferromagnetic bilayer thickness d
and is preserved at any nonzero angle a between magnetic
moments in the adjacent F layers.

The long-range effect is also observed for the second
harmonic I2�j� in current±phase relation (5) for a ballistic
SFS junction with a ferromagnetic bilayer. The ampli-
tude of the long-range component of the supercurrent
second harmonic I LR

c2 oscillates with a change in the F-
layer thickness d2 at a fixed total bilayer thickness d �
d1 � d2 4 xh with a period � xh and, slowly decreasing, for
d2 4 xh, tends to the value

I LR
c2 � ÿ

a2 sin
2 a

2
; a2 � ÿ eTc

384 �h
N

�
D�T �
Tc

�4

:

We note that with the contribution of the second harmonic of
current±phase dependence (5) taken into account, the long-
range Josephson current in an SFS junction with a ferromag-
netic bilayer is also preserved for d1 6� d2, d1; 2 4 xh [263].

Such a behavior of the supercurrent is typical for even
harmonics of the current±phase dependence (5) of a ballistic
SFS junction and for a homogeneous F layer with one spin-
active interface [266] on which Andreev reflection couples
electrons and holes with both identical and opposite spins.
Then, compensation of the additional phase shift g on a
semiclassical trajectory can occur due to a change in the spin
structure of the wave function ĉ in the course of spin-flip
scattering. It can be expected that, for the compensation effect
to appear, an even number of spin-flip reflections of
quasiparticles must be taken into account. Each of these
reflections, in addition, imparts an additional phase shift to
the wave functions of the quasiparticles, as determined by the
difference between the superconducting phases in the junc-
tion. We thus conclude that the long-range effect should only
be expected for even harmonics of current±phase depen-
dence (5).

Using the proposed approach, it can be shown that, in the
case of ballistic Josephson transport, even a single domain

wall of atomic thickness (Fig. 6a) can provide an effective
channel for the supercurrent [195]. For collinear magnetic
domains, the contribution to the Josephson current due to the
presence of a domainwall in a 2D junctionwith a thick F layer
�xh 5 d5 x� is described by the expression

dI ' eD2
0kFxh
2p�hT

sin
d

xh
sinj : �10�

The current oscillates with a period � xh and decreases
with increasing F-layer thickness d (we recall that, in a
clean 2D SFS junction without domains, the Josephson
current decreases as

����������
xh=d

p
[282]). These results, which are

valid in the clean limit, can also be obtained using the
approach based on the Eilenberger equations (see formula
(A.11) in Appendix A.3) by taking the elastic scattering of
quasiparticles on nonmagnetic impurities into account.

In the approach based on the Eilenberger equations, for a
moderate impurity concentration ht4 1 (where t is the time
corresponding to the mean free path of electrons), the critical
current of the SFS junction simply acquires an additional
factor exp �ÿd=`� [93, 282, 283] (where ` is the mean free path
of an electron, ` � vFt5 x). The same is true for the domain-
wall contribution dI in (10), including in the case of a
moderately disordered F layer.

Singlet Josephson transport in ballistic SFS structures with
spin-flip scattering. Another way to suppress destructive
interference caused by the exchange field of a ferromagnet is
associated with a change in the spin structure of propagating
Cooper pairs due to scattering [208]. The difference between
the phases g of the electron and hole components of the wave
function on a semiclassical trajectory can be significantly
reduced if an inhomogeneity of the exchange field h is formed
that scatters the Cooper pair so as to change its spin structure.

Such a localized inhomogeneity can be created, e.g., by a
magnetic probe of an exchange-force microscope or by
another source of a strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field
that can cause magnetization reversal of part of the
ferromagnetic channel with a characteristic size� xh (Fig. 7).
The region created by the `magnetic gate' with the direction of
the exchange field h different from the initial direction gives
rise to the long-range singlet component of the Josephson
current.

Depending on the parameters of the central domain d2,
the total momentum of the singlet pair �hq � �hk" ÿ �hk# can
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a z
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Figure 6. Josephson SFS junction with a domain wall in the z � 0 plane.

(a) Oppositely directed domainmagnetization. (b) Orthogonal magnetiza-

tion of domains. (From [195].)
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either remain unchanged, �hq 0 � �hq (Fig. 8a), or reverse its
direction, �hq 0 � ÿ�hq (Fig. 8b). In the first case, the spin
structure of the pair with respect to the exchange field h
does not change, and the total phase difference between
the electron and hole parts of the wave function g �
�d1 � d3�=xh is large, which leads to strong destructive
interference of electron and hole states in the characteristic
length � xh. In the second case (spin-flip scattering), the spin
structure of the singlet pair changes to the opposite compared
with the exchange field, the phase differences in the d1 and d3
regions have opposite signs, and the total phase difference
g � �d1 ÿ d3�=xh depends on the relative position of the
scattering domain d2. With a symmetric arrangement of the
scatterer �d1 � d3�, the total phase shift g in the ferromagnet is
close to zero, and the destructive effect of the exchange field
on the singlet component of the fs wave function is small or
absent altogether.

Thus, the singlet component fs of the anomalous Green's
function in a ferromagnet with a localized inhomogeneity of
the exchange field in the middle of the structure decays over
the same distance xn �

����������������������
Df=�2pTc�

p
4 xh as in a nonmag-

netic metal. This indicates the appearance of long-range
Josephson transport in the considered hybrid SFS system.
We emphasize once again that in this case we are talking not
about the triplet mechanism of long-range effect [90, 92] but
about stimulating the supercurrent of singlet pairs.

In Fig. 9, we show examples of calculations of the
critical current I LR

c1 dependence on the displacement x0
of the central domain relative to the weak-link center

for several thicknesses of the 90-degree domain d2 with
a stepped-profile exchange field h�x� � hx0�04 x4 d1,
dÿ d3 4x4 d �; hy0�d1 4 x4 d1 � d2�. The critical current is
highly sensitive to the position of the d2 domain and changes
considerably in both magnitude and sign when the domain
position changes.When the domain d2 is displaced away from
the center of the structure �x0 6� 0�, a sequence of transitions
of the junction from the 0-state to the p-state and vice versa is
observed; for a symmetric d2 domain position �d1 � d3�,
I LR
1 < 0, showing that the SFS structure is a p-junction for
the long-range component of the Josephson current.

Thus, by changing the position x0 of the magnetic probe
(and thus the position and properties of the induced
inhomogeneity of the exchange field), we can induce a
significant change in both the magnitude and sign of the
critical current Ic1 of such a Josephson coupling, i.e., modify
the junction current±phase relation I�j� as a whole. An
interesting consequence of the strong dependence of the
critical current Ic of the SFS structure on the magnetic
probe position x0 is the possibility of effectively manipulat-
ing the Josephson transport in SFS systems by acting on the
spin structure of the Cooper pair. Under the 0ÿp transition,
as noted above, the first harmonic vanishes �ILRc1 � 0� and the
second harmonic of the current±phase relation becomes
dominant.

The simple examples presented above demonstrate the
fundamental possibility of significantly changing the char-
acteristic decay scale of the superconducting order parameter
in a ferromagnet and hence altering the transport properties
of ballistic SFS systems by changing the structure of the
exchange field in the ferromagnetic layer along the trajectory
of Andreev quasiparticles. A similar effect arises, as noted
above, in spin-flip scattering of Cooper pairs in a homo-
geneous exchange field.

3.2 Long-range triplet superconducting correlations
in a ferromagnet. Dirty limit
As we have noted, inhomogeneous magnetization can cause
triplet superconducting correlations ft that are long range [93]
and penetrate into the ferromagnet to the same characteristic
depth xn as in the case of normal metal. These long-range
triplet superconducting correlations induced by the proximity

hFI

h

M

d1 d2 d3
FI

SL SR

STM probe

NW

Figure 7. Schematic of the SFS structure under study: thin layer of a

normal nonmagnetic metal (nanowireÐNW) on the surface of a

ferromagnetic insulator (FI), which induces effective exchange field h in

the metal. Magnetic probe M of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM)

remagnetizes the domain in the central part of the structure, creating an

exchange field inhomogeneity. (From [208].)
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Figure 8. (a) Scattering of a Cooper pair by inhomogeneities of exchange

field h without electron spin flip. Spin structure of the pair q � k" ÿ k#
remains unchanged with respect to field h: q 0 � q. (b) Scattering of a

Cooper pair by inhomogeneities of the exchange field h with electron spin

flip. Spin structure of the pair is reversed: q 0 � k# ÿ k" � ÿq. Scattering
domain with inhomogeneities of exchange field h is highlighted in gray.

(From [208].)
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Figure 9. Dependence of the critical current I LR
c1 on the offset x0 of the

central 90-degree domain d2 for: d2 � xh Ðblue dashed curve; d2 � 2xh Ð
red solid curve; d2 � 4xh Ðgreen dotted curve. Numbers next to the curve

indicate values of d2=xh. T � 0:9Tc, d � 50xh, I0 � �eTcN=�8�h���D=Tc�2.
(From [265].)
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effect are odd under time reversal (i.e., odd in the Matsubara
frequency) and should lead to a noticeable Josephson effect in
SFS structures at a large thickness �� xn� of the ferromag-
netic layer.

We note that pairwise triplet correlations with an odd
frequency enhance theDOS [284, 285], which can be observed
with tunneling spectroscopy. It has been shown that the
proximity effect in FNS or NFS diffusion structures (where
N is a normal nonmagnetic metal) with a magnetically active
interface or precessing magnetization also leads to the
generation of frequency-odd superconducting correlations
[286, 287].

The dominant effect of long-range triplet correlations on
the Josephson current can be realized in SFS junctions with
magnetically active interfaces [199, 206] with narrow domain
walls between the superconductor and a thick F layer with
noncollinear magnetizations [184, 187, 229, 288, 289] or
superconductors with SO coupling [290]. Another type of
Josephson SFS system in which long-range interaction is
possible is a ferromagnet placed between two superconduc-
tors, with a N�eel-type domain structure, such that the
magnetization vector rotates in the plane parallel to the
interface [194, 291, 292].

For the interference of long-range triplet correlations to
ensure the supercurrent flow, the weak link must have a
complex three-layer F1FF2 structure [187] with the magnetic
moments in the F1 and F2 layers being noncollinear to the
magnetic moment of the central F layer. In this case, the F1

and F2 layers play the role of a converter that transforms
singlet pairs into triplet pairs (and vice versa), and the central
layer with a strong ferromagnet acts as a filter that prevents
the supercurrent of singlet Cooper pairs.

Convincing experimental evidence of the long-range
triplet Josephson effect through a weak link containing a
layer of a strong ferromagnet was obtained in [293, 294] using
SF1FF2S structures. The triplet Josephson effect is also
possible in an F1SFSF2 structure with thin S layers and a
noncollinear texture of magnetic moments in the layers [295].
Because the Josephson current arises only upon interference
of the corresponding superconducting correlations induced
by the S-electrodes forming the junction, the long-range
triplet Josephson effect at the fundamental harmonic
�I�j� � sinj� is impossible in SF1F2S-type junctions with
only two ferromagnetic layers [187, 205, 296±298]. But a long-
range interaction similar to that in the case of junctions with
ballistic transport is still present for even harmonics of the
current±phase relation of a strongly asymmetric bilayer
consisting of thin (weak) F1 and thick (strong) F2 layers
with noncollinear magnetizations. The Josephson current±
phase relation (5) of such a junctions is dominated at low
temperatures by the second harmonic I2�j�, while the first
harmonic I1�j� is suppressed �Ic2 4 Ic1�. The junction with
the current±phase dependence I�j� � Ic2 sin �2j� then turns
out to be bistable: it has two degenerate ground states with a
Josephson phase difference of 0 or p.

Interestingly, homogeneous helical modulation of the
magnetization in the F-layer plane [289] and a planar domain
wall of atomic thickness [299] do not give rise to a long-range
triplet component in the diffusive limit. More generally, when
magnetic domains are separated by N�eel walls, long-range
triplet components are manifested on the domain walls but
disappear inside the domains [194, 291].

It can therefore be concluded from [194, 299] that very
narrow or very thick N�eel domain walls cannot serve as

effective sources of long-range triplet correlations in the
dirty limit, and the optimal domain wall thickness is of the
order of xf. Interestingly, long-range triplet components
induced by the proximity effect are generated by a ferromag-
netic vortex in a mesoscopic ferromagnetic disk in contact
with superconducting electrodes, forming a 0- or p-junction,
depending on the junction geometry [197, 198].

Studies of the effect of a domain wall on the Josephson
current are typically limited to a very special case of collinear
oppositely directed magnetizations in the domains (Fig. 6a),
which fails to incorporate the diversity of domain structures
whose shape depends on the nature of magnetic anisotropy
[300]. It was shown in [195] that an F layer containing
noncollinear planar domains (see the geometry in Fig. 6b)
serves as an efficient source of long-range triplet correlations,
even in the case of an atomic-thickness domain wall. In the
case of an F layer with the diffusion conductivity type (ht5 1
being the dirty limit), the Josephson current can be calculated
using the semiclassical Usadel equations (see Eqn (A.13) in
Appendix A and reviews [39, 65, 93]) for the anomalous wave
function f̂ in Eqn (2). In the presence of high potential
barriers at the SF interfaces (or at temperatures T close to
the critical temperature Tc), we can restrict ourself to simpler
linearized equations (3) and (4), which should then be
supplemented by conditions [39, 65, 93] on the SF interfaces
x � �d=2:

q fs
qx

����
�d=2
� � pD

gb
�����������������
D2 � o2

n

q exp

�
� ij

2

�
; �11�

qft
qx
� 0 ; �12�

where D is the superconducting order parameter in the
contact electrodes and j is the difference between their
phases. The parameter gb � Rbsf characterizes the transpar-
ency of the SF interface and is determined by its conductance
per unit area 1=Rb and the specific conductivity of the
ferromagnetic metal sf. The expression for the supercurrent
flowing through the junction has the standard form

I � 2eDNFT

p

�
S

d2s
X
n

Im

�
f �s

q
qx

fs ÿ f �t
q
qx

ft

�
; �13�

where the summation is carried out over all Matsubara
frequencies on and NF is the DOS at the Fermi level of the
ferromagnet. In the case of domains with noncollinear
magnetic moments (Fig. 6b), the triplet component
ft � � ftx; ftz� of the Matsubara Green's function (2), in
addition to the usual component ftz decaying on the scale xf,
contains the component ftx describing long-range super-
conducting correlations in ferromagnets. The additional
contribution dI to the Josephson current due to the presence
of a single domain wall with orthogonal magnetizations of
adjacent domains is given by

dI � eNFDLy

2

x 4
f

g 2bd
2
D tanh

�
D
2T

�
sinj �14�

and exceeds the critical current of the homogeneous SFS
junction [39]

Ic � eNFDLyLxxf
D
g 2b

tanh

�
D
2T

�
exp

�
ÿ d

xf

�
cos

�
p
4
� d

xf

�
;
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if the characteristic domain size ddom satisfies the condition
ddom < x 3

f exp �d=xf�=d 2. The power law for the decrease in
the current dI with an increase in the F-layer thickness
indicates the generation of long-range superconducting
correlations in a ferromagnet decaying on the scales
xN 4 xf.

3.3 Spin±orbit effects
and long-range superconducting correlations
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we discussed the mechanisms for
transforming singlet Cooper pairs in a superconductor into
triplet pairs that can propagate over long distances in a
ferromagnet. It is generally accepted that the long-range
effect in hybrid SF systems occurs only in the presence of
magnetic inhomogeneities, such as magnetic domain walls
[90, 194, 195, 296] or composite ferromagnetic layers with
different magnetization orientations [187, 295].

Controlling the superconducting properties of hybrid SF
systems by changing the magnetic state of the F subsystem is
one of the possible avenues to be pursued in superconducting
spintronics; however, controlling changes in the magnetiza-
tion distribution in such structures is by no means a simple
task. An alternative mechanism for the formation of long-
range superconducting correlations in proximity-effect SF
structures is SO coupling, which can either be an intrinsic
property of thematerial without an inversion center [301, 302]
or result from geometric constraints such as low dimension-
ality of structures or interfaces between different materials
[252, 253, 264, 303, 304].

The study of SO effects in superconducting systems has a
long history (see, e.g., reviews [246, 301, 302]). In contrast to
scattering by magnetic impurities, SO scattering itself does
not exert a destructive effect on the superconducting state. In
the presence of SO coupling, the electron momentum p is
coupled to the spin s, which makes states with different spin
projections (and hence momentum) nonequivalent whenever
some mechanism of spin splitting of electron states operates
in the system. In ballistic systems, the SO coupling and the
exchange field, acting together, create various types of
superconducting states with a helicoidal structure and a
nonzero momentum of Cooper pairs [305±310], which play
an important role in the physics of Majorana states [96, 97]
and lead to the formation of unusual Josephson junctions
with an arbitrary phase difference in the ground state
(j0-junctions) [223, 244±246, 311±317]. Thus, in a sufficiently
strong (even homogeneous) exchange field, the SO coupling
provides anisotropic pairing and transformation of singlet
Cooper pairs into triplet ones, thereby forming long-range
superconducting correlations in ballistic SF structures. In the
presence of impurity scattering, the SO coupling also favors
the generation of odd-frequency triplet superconducting
correlations. Interestingly, this generation can be affected by
the total momentum of Cooper pairs, i.e., the supercurrent
flowing along the SF interface [318].

In the ballistic case, the SO coupling can compensate the
destructive phase difference g between the electron and hole
parts of the wave function, even in the case of a spatially
homogeneous magnetization. The necessary change in the
effective exchange field h along an arbitrary semiclassical
trajectory occurs due to multiple reflections of quasiparticles
from the ferromagnet surface: SO coupling in this case leads
to the dependence of the exchange field on the quasiparticle
momentum direction h � h�k� [319]. If anisotropy is absent in
a system described by a polar vector, then the simplest

dependence of the effective exchange field h has the form

h�k� � h0 � bSO�h0; k�
k

k 2
F

; �15�

where h0 � h0x0 is a pseudovector directed along the wire,
determined by the ferromagnet magnetic momentM, bSO is a
constant determined by the SO coupling, and kF is the wave
number corresponding to the Fermi momentum pF � �hkF.

A model of the long-range singlet proximity effect, taking
the direction-dependent momentum h�k� of quasiparticles
into account, was proposed in [281] for describing ballistic
transport through a thin single-domain single-crystal nano-
wire with a spatially homogeneous magnetization. In such a
system, the effective exchange field h�k� in (15) changes with
the period sy � 2D=sin y along a broken-line trajectory that
describes the specular reflection of quasiparticles from the
wire surface (Fig. 10). Such a periodic change in the exchange
field along the trajectory ensures the condition g�ym� � 0 for
the system of resonance angles ym satisfying the Bragg
condition sin ym � 2h0D=�p�hvF�2m� 1��. Assuming that the
resonances are rather narrow and overlap weakly with each
other, we can express the amplitude I LR

c1 of the long-range
component of the first harmonic of the supercurrent
I LR�j� � I LR

c1 sinj as a sum over the system of resonance
angles ym,

I LR
c1 ' a1

X
m5m �

���
2
p

p�hvFbSO
h0D

sin3 ym cos ym ; �16�

wherem � is the smallest integer (including zero) satisfying the
condition �2m � � 1�5D=�pxh� and a1 is a coefficient of the
Fourier expansion of the current±phase relation ISNS�j� for a
Josephson junction with the same geometry and with the
normal metal assumed to be nonmagnetic (see Appendix B).
In the limit D4 �hvF=�2hx�, the resonance angles ym are
densely packed in the range 0 < ym < p=2 and I LR

c1 '
a1

���
2
p

bSO=3 is independent of the wire length L5 xn.
In Fig. 11, we show the dependence of the amplitude of the

long-range component of the first supercurrent harmonic I LR
c1

on the F-wire thickness D. Oscillations of the critical current
I LR
c1 �D� corresponding to wire thickness changes with a
period DD � 2pxh are caused by a change in the number of
resonance (Bragg) semiclassical trajectories with zero phase
shift g between the electron and hole parts of the wave
function. It is clear, however, that the existence of such a
long-range supercurrent component is very sensitive to both
the SFS structure configuration and possible disorder, which
can arise, e.g., due to violation of specular reflection of
trajectories from the wire surface. Nevertheless, as in the
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Figure 10. Schematic representation of a quasi-two-dimensional Joseph-

son SFS junction formed by a ferromagnetic wire of thickness D.

Trajectory of quasiparticles s repeatedly reflected from the free surface of

the wire is shown with a dashed line. (From [263].)
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case of a ferromagnetic bilayer, the long-range supercurrent
at higher (even) harmonics is resistant to disorder and
insensitive to the geometry of the SFS structure.

The semiclassical approach to describing ballistic hybrid
structures in the presence of an arbitrary effective field that
depends on both the coordinates and the momentum of
quasiparticles and describes the joint effect of the SO
coupling and the exchange or Zeeman spin splitting was
developed further in [314]. The formalism was then used in
[315] to study the proximity effect and the Josephson effect in
such structures with different types of magnetic ordering.
Studies [262, 320] can also be classified as part of this
theoretical research: they discussed how the long-range spin-
singlet Josephson transport is affected by the difference
between the effective masses of conduction electrons and by
the Fermi surface anisotropy in the spin subbands of a
ferromagnet.

The proximity effect and the generation of long-range
superconducting correlations in ferromagnetic elements of
diffusive SF structures in the presence of SO coupling
were studied in detail in [264, 321]. The authors obtained
semiclassical equations for theGreen's functions that general-
ize the linearized Usadel equations to the case involving SO
coupling, the exchange field, and superconducting correla-
tions. The SO coupling was shown to be an additional source
of the long-range triplet component. In the special case where
the SO coupling is linear in momentum, an analogy was
established between the spin diffusion process in normal
metals and the generation of all triplet components of the
condensate in a hybrid SF structure with diffusive conductiv-
ity in the presence of SO coupling.

We illustrate this with the example of the simplest
structure, a bilayer whose SF interface is perpendicular to
the x-axis and the exchange field in the F layer is homo-
geneous and directed along z: h � hz0. As previously, to
simplify the presentation, we restrict ourself to the case of
weak superconducting correlations in the ferromagnet where
the singlet � fs� and triplet �ft� components of the Matsubara
Green's function (2) satisfy the linearized Usadel equations
and the Kupriyanov±Lukichev boundary conditions (see
Eqn (A.14) in Appendix A) with a due modification that
takes the SO coupling into account. In the particular case of

the SO coupling linear in the momentum p,

HSO � �h

2m
Aa

k pks
a ;

the modified linear Usadel equations for the anomalous
Green's function f̂ in (2) have the standard form (3), (4)
with the derivatives qkc replaced with the covariant operator
~Hkc � qkcÿ i�Aa

k s
a; c�=2 [264]. (Here, s a are the Pauli

matrices and the indices k and a take the values x; y; z.) A
similar change of operatorsHk ! ~Hk must also bemade in the
Kupriyanov±Lukichev boundary conditions (see Eqn (A.14)
in Appendix A). Assuming that the structure is homogeneous
in the yz plane and the SO coupling is isotropic,Aa

k � a d a
k , we

obtain the following equations for the singlet, fs, and triplet,
ft � ftzez � ftyey, components of the anomalous Green's
function (2):

�hDf q
2
x fs ÿ 2jonj fs ÿ 2i sgn �on�h ftz � 0 ; �17�

�hDf q
2
x ftz ÿ 2

ÿ
�hDfa 2 � jonj

�
ftz � 2�hDfa qx fty

ÿ 2i sgn �on�h fs � 0 ; �18�
�hDf q

2
x fty ÿ 2

ÿ
�hDfa 2 � jonj

�
fty ÿ 2�hDfa qx ftz � 0 ; �19�

where the terms depending on the SO coupling constant a
describe two spin rotation mechanisms: spin density relaxa-
tion � a 2 and spin precession � a.

Equations (17) and (18) describe the diffusion of strongly
coupled condensates: singlet �"# ÿ #"� and triplet �"# � #"�
with zero spin projection on the z-axis. These equations are
dominated by the last term � h, which describes the singlet±
triplet interaction. As a result, the fs and ftz components
decay on the scale xf defined by the exchange field. Equation
(19) determines the spatial distribution of the fty component
orthogonal to the exchange field direction, which describes
the diffusion of triplet condensates �""� and �##�with the spin
projection��h. This component is generated near the interface
due to spin precession and decays on a scale that is
independent of the exchange field h and greatly exceeds the
usual length xf. As in the case of an inhomogeneous exchange
field (see Section 3.2), these triplet correlations fty slowly
decaying in a ferromagnet are responsible for the long-range
effect in hybrid SF structures with SO coupling.

Although the linearized Usadel equations taking the SO
coupling into account reflect some qualitative effects such as
long-range interaction [264, 321] and the anomalous Joseph-
son effect [316, 322], they do not allow comprehensively
describing the low-temperature regime and the local spectral
properties of the system. For materials with SO coupling, the
nonlinear Usadel equations applicable to both superconduct-
ing and normal systems were obtained in [323]. In the normal
state, they reduce to the well-known spin±charge diffusion
equations [324±326] and are suitable for describing various
magnetoelectric effects in diffuse hybrid structures with SO
coupling.

Thus, an exchange field that is inhomogeneous in real or
momentum space ensures efficient mutual conversion of
singlet (damped) superconducting correlations into triplet
(undamped) ones, which leads to a slow decay of the pair
correlation function in a ferromagnet and a significant
Josephson current in SFS structures. The resulting interplay
between the superconducting and ferromagnetic subsystems
allows controlling superfluid (nondissipative) transport,
which is necessary for the operation of superconducting
spintronics and nanoplasmonics devices. Notably, recent
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studies [223, 311] of SFS systems with SO coupling have
shown that the effect of the SO coupling on the joint dynamics
of interacting superconducting and magnetic order para-
meters may be a promising new direction in the physics of
hybrid SF systems.

3.4 Mesoscopic fluctuations
We finally discuss yet another possible mechanism for
suppressing the destructive effect of the interference of
various quasiparticle trajectories on the superconducting
current in an SFS junction: mesoscopic fluctuations of the
Josephson current. The point is that the exponential decay of
the supercurrent through the F layer at the length xf
considered above implies averaging over random scatterers
when calculating the current. In other words, we define the
current hI i averaged over an ensemble of different scatterer
configurations in different samples. When measuring in
practice, however, we are not dealing with such an averaged
quantity but with a specific magnitude of the current flowing
through a given contact with a given distribution of scatterers.
In an individual sample, it can differ significantly from the
ensemble average due to random changes in the sign of the
critical current (i.e., a change by p in the equilibrium phase
difference in the junction) [272, 327±330]. A measure of such
mesoscopic fluctuations is given by the standard deviation
dI � �hI 2i ÿ hI i2�1=2. The current value is the sum of the
contributions Ik from N different transport channels, in each
of which the phase difference is shifted by a random g (see
Appendix B). When calculating the mean square hI 2i, we
obtain the double sum of N 2 contributions. For the N terms
of the form I 2

k in this double sum, the random phases g must
cancel, which gives the expression dI � ����

N
p

. Using the
Landauer relation between the normal contact resistance R
and the number of transport channels and recalling the
characteristic contribution to the supercurrent from one
transport mode, we obtain the estimate dI � D0=

������
�hR
p

,
where D0 is the width of the superconducting gap between
the superconducting electrodes. For an SFS junction with the
F-layer thickness d, the resulting estimate can give a very
significant critical current of the contact, greatly exceeding
the ensemble average:

hI i � D0 exp �ÿd=xf�
eR

:

We note that the above square-root dependence of the
root-mean-square deviation dI on the number of transverse
modes N agrees with the results in [272, 328, 329], despite the
difference in the approximations and theoretical approaches
adopted there. The discrepancy between the results in [272,
328] is presumably related to significantly different bounds on
ht, which was assumed to be small in [272] and sufficiently
large �ht0 1� in [328].

4. Electrodynamics
of superconductor±ferromagnet structures

One of the key properties of superconductors is their ability to
screen the external magnetic field (the Meissner effect). The
simplest description of this phenomenon is based on the
London relation between the superconducting current den-
sity js and the vector potential A,

js � ÿ
c

4pl2
A ; �20�

where l is the London penetration depth of themagnetic field,
which characterizes the scale of themagnetic field decay in the
direction into the bulk of the superconductor. Moreover, the
sign in (20) fixes the diamagnetic nature of the Meissner
response. In hybrid SF systems, relation (20) is substantially
modified by taking the exchange effects into account. This
modification is in the focus of interest of both theorists and
experimenters due to both the nontrivial physics behind it and
the importance of electrodynamic properties for designing
superconducting spintronic devices.

4.1 Electromagnetic response
of superconductor±ferromagnet structures. Diamagnetic
and paramagnetic contributions to the response
The reason for significant changes in relation (20) in SF
systems is the occurrence of spin-triplet correlations that are
odd in the Matsubara frequency. In contrast to singlet
Cooper pairs (which are described by the anomalous Green's
function that is even in the Matsubara frequency), the
induced triplet correlations make a paramagnetic rather
than diamagnetic contribution to the Meissner response,
and lÿ2 then becomes strongly inhomogeneous. For exam-
ple, in the framework of the Usadel theory, the dependence of
lÿ2 on the coordinate r for an SF system is given by [331, 332]

lÿ2�r� � 16p3T
ecF0

s�r�
X1
n�0

h�� fs�r���2 ÿ ��ft�r���2i ; �21�

where s�r� is the local Drude conductivity of the SF structure
materials in the normal state, T is the temperature of the
system, and summation is carried out over positive Matsu-
bara frequencies on � pT�2n� 1�. We note that, due to
spatial oscillations of the anomalous Green's function
components fs�r� and ft�r�, SF systems contain spatial
regions where the local Meissner response is diamagnetic
�lÿ2�r� > 0� and where triplet correlations dominate the
singlet ones, providing the paramagnetic �lÿ2�r� < 0�
response type [91, 333, 334].

Experimental measurement of lÿ2�r� profiles is a difficult
task, because it requires reconstructing the spatial distribu-
tions of the magnetic field inside the SF structure. Such
measurements are carried out using muon spin spectroscopy
[335±337] or in neutron scattering experiments [338±341]. At
the same time, most of the existing methods are sensitive only
to the total electromagnetic response of SF systems. For
multilayer structures with a thickness dmuch smaller than the
London depth l, the total response is determined by the
effective penetration depth L of the magnetic field, found by
averaging lÿ2�r� over the structure thickness:

Lÿ1 �
�

dx

l2�x� ; �22�

where x is the coordinate across the structure [331]. Despite
the local change of sign of the response associated with triplet
correlations, Lÿ1 typically remains positive for SF systems.
At the same time, the parameters of the system can be chosen
such that Lÿ1 calculated in accordance with Eqns (21) and
(22) formally becomes negative. From a physical standpoint,
such a change of sign signals the instability of the homo-
geneous superconducting state for which the response was
calculated with respect to the occurrence of spatial modula-
tion of the superconducting order parameter [332]. In this
case, states similar to LOFF states occur with the order
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parameter modulated in the plane of structure layers. More-
over, the resulting inhomogeneous superconducting states
have a diamagnetic response. The mechanism of formation of
longitudinal LOFF states and their properties are considered
in more detail in Section 4.5.

A detailed experimental analysis of the screening proper-
ties of SF and SFS structures was carried out in [342, 343]
based on measurements of the mutual inductance of two coils
with a sample placed between them [344]. The mutual
inductance then depends on the conductivity of the sample,
which is in turn determined by the density of the superfluid
component averaged over the thickness of the structure, i.e.,
the effective screening length L in Eqn (22). A similar
technique had been used previously to study the screening
properties of thin S-films [345±347]. Due to the peculiarities
of the proximity effect on the SF interface, the screening
properties of layered hybrid structures exhibit anomalous
behavior, which manifests itself in a nonmonotonic depend-
ence Lÿ1�df� at low temperatures T5Tc, first observed in
Nb=Ni bilayers [342]. The behavior ofLÿ1�df� correlates with
the nonmonotonic dependence of the critical temperature
Tc�df� of the SF bilayer.

Analytic calculations in the framework of the nonlinear
Usadel theory for a thin SF bilayer �ds � df 5L� with a
diffusive conductivity type showed that the oscillations of
Lÿ1�df� can be associated with spatial oscillations of the
anomalous Green's function in a ferromagnet and the
resulting interference effects for df � xf [331]. Similar oscilla-
tions of Lÿ1�df� are also observed for SFS systems. Sub-
sequent temperature measurements of the effective screening
length Lÿ1�T � in three-layer Nb=Ni=Nb SFS structures
allowed tracing the evolution of superconductivity as the
coupling between the S layers changed from weak to strong,
which was followed by the transition of the structure into
a p-state [343].

4.2 Electromagnetic response of Josephson
superconductor/ferromagnet/superconductor systems
Proximity-effect hybrid SF structures are a convenient
subject for studying various phase transitions caused by the
interplay of two competing order parameters, superconduct-
ing and ferromagnetic [39, 348]. The dependence of the
temperature of the transition to the normal state on the SF
structure parameters has been studied both theoretically [118,
349±351] and experimentally [44, 45, 47, 164] (also see reviews
[39, 46]).

Most of the effects in Josephson SFS systems are
associated with the p-superconductivity phenomenon [50],
under which a nontrivial difference p between the phases of
neighboring superconducting layers is established in the
ground state. Of particular interest from the standpoint of
experiment is the possibility of realizing the transition
between the 0- and p-states as the hybrid system temperature
T changes. Experimental evidence of a temperature stimu-
lated 0ÿp transition in the Josephson SFS structure
Nb=CuxNi1ÿx=Nb was obtained by critical current measure-
ments in [144, 155, 352]. An analysis in [146] showed that the
nature of the transition between the 0- and p-states of the
Josephson SFS junction with a homogeneous diffuse F layer
is determined by the sign of the amplitude of the second
harmonic I2 in the current±phase relation (1), and this is a
first-order phase transition if I2 > 0.

Self-consistent calculations of ballistic SFS structures
using BdG equations revealed a jump in the amplitude of

the wave function of Cooper pairs and in the system entropy
S�T � at the 0ÿp phase transition temperature [353, 354]. The
existence of first-order phase transitions to the superconduct-
ing state is also characteristic of diffuse FSF structures with
thin F layers [351]. A second-order 0ÿp phase transition
occurs in Josephson systems with I2 < 0 and is possible, e.g.,
in SFS junctions with an inhomogeneous diffuse F layer [146,
149].

Along with resistive measurements used in most experi-
ments with hybrid FS systems, a convenient tool for studying
phase transitions is the study of the screening properties of
such systems, which allows extracting information on both
the value and the temperature dependence of the effective
density of the superfluid component. Such measurements
allow gaining insight into the properties of the superconduct-
ing state in hybrid systems and are a natural development of
earlier studies of the behavior of SN hybrids in external
magnetic fields [355±357].

The influence of the proximity effect on the screening
properties of Josephson SFS structures becomes pronounced
in the case of thin S layers (of the order of the superconducting
coherence length xs in thickness) when the suppression of the
superconducting order parameter D becomes sufficiently
strong. Microwave measurements of the temperature depen-
dence of the effective penetration depth (22) of Nb=PdNi=Nb
three-layer structures were performed in [358, 359] using
dielectric microcavities (see, e.g., reviews [360, 361]). The
reentrant behavior of L�T � was revealed, with the effective
penetration depth sharply increasing with decreasing tem-
perature T in the vicinity of T0 � 0:9Tc0 if the F-layer
thickness was df ' d �f � 2 nm. For a different F-layer
thickness, df 6� d �f , such a jump of L�T � was not observed,
and the effective penetration depth monotonically decreased
with decreasing temperature (Fig. 12). Such a temperature
anomaly indicates a sharp decrease in the average concentra-
tion of Cooper pairs n � 1=L�T � in the structure at T9T0

and the corresponding suppression of the superconducting
order parameter D�T �. Comparing the experimental data
with the results of calculations [358, 362] allowed relating
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Figure 12. Dependence of the screening properties of the three-layer SFS

Nb=Pd0:84Ni0:16=Nb structure with df � 0, 2, 8 nm on temperature T:

dL � L�T=Tc� ÿ L�0:72�. (From [358].)
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this anomaly to switching between the 0- and p-states of the
Josephson SFS junction.

The proposed theoretical approach based on the joint
solution of the nonlinear Usadel equations (A.13) and self-
consistency equation (A.4) (see Appendix A) took into
account how the structure of the pair wave function in a
ferromagnet affects the equilibrium value of the supercon-
ducting order parameter D in S layers. The leakage of Cooper
pairs from the S layers weakens the superconductivity near
the interface with an F metal due to the proximity effect. The
degree of the order parameter suppression depends on the
parameters characterizing the system, such as the SF interface
transparency and the thicknesses of the S and F layers. The
influence of these parameters is especially strong in the case of
high transparency of the interface and thin S layers, when the
conventional `rigid' boundary conditions [65] for the anom-
alous Green's function become inapplicable.

We note that it is fundamentally important to take
scattering on magnetic impurities into account, because
precisely this process provides the main mechanism respon-
sible for the 0ÿp transition with a change in the temperature
T [144, 172].

A typical dependence of the critical temperature T 0; p
c of

the transition of a diffusive SFS structure from the normal
state to the superconducting 0-state �df 4 d �f � or the p-state
�df 5 d �f � on the F-layer thickness is shown in Fig. 13a. The
F-layer thickness d �f such that T 0

c �d �f � � Tp
c �d �f � determines

the position of the tricritical point on the phase diagram in the
�T; df� plane. If the ferromagnetic layer thickness df is only
slightly less than d �f and T 0

c > T p
c , then, as temperature T

decreases to values less than T 0
c , the system first passes from

the normal state to the superconducting state corresponding
to the 0-phase of the SFS structure, because E 0�T � < Ep�T �,
where E 0�T � and Ep�T � are the free energies of the 0- and
p-states. When temperature T reaches the value T0 such that
E 0�T0� � Ep�T0�, the SFS structure passes from the 0-state
to the p-state. The entropy S�T � experiences a jumps at T0,

S p�T0�
S 0�T0� �

T 0
c ÿ T0

T p
c ÿ T0

> 1 ; �23�

which indicates that the system passes from the 0-state to the
p-state through a first-order phase transition with the
corresponding release of latent heat,

Q � T0

�
S p�T0� ÿ S 0�T0�

�
> 0 : �24�

At the same time, at the transition temperature T0, the
superconducting order parameter jumps from the value D0

corresponding to the 0-phase toDp < D0 corresponding to the
p-phase. Due to the strong dependence of superconductivity
in thin S layers on the structure of the pair wave function in
the ferromagnetic layer, the current±phase relation I�j� for
such a junction differs significantly from a simple sinusoidal
one even at temperatures T close to Tc [362]. The strong
anharmonicity of I�j� at T � T0 � Tc results in the disap-
pearance of the typical nonmonotonic temperature depend-
ence of the critical current amplitude in the vicinity of the 0ÿp
transition and in the appearance of metastable 0- and p-states
of the junction and in peculiarities in the behavior of radio
frequency SQUID with such a transition.

The effect that the thickness of superconducting layers
exerts on the ground state and properties of the 0ÿp phase
transition in Nb=CuNi=Nb hybrid SFS structures with a
diffuse conductivity type were studied experimentally and
theoretically in [363]. To measure the critical temperature Tc

of the transition of an SFS structure with thin �ds 9xs� layers
to the superconducting state, a local techniquewas used based
on the detection of a nonlinear microwave response of hybrid
structure using a near-field probe [364, 365]. Switching
between the 0- and p-states was accompanied by an anom-
alous increase in themeasured temperatureTc with a decrease
in the thickness of the superconducting layers in the vicinity of
d �s � dNb � 15 nm. The effect was observed at the F-layer
thickness dCuNi � 5 nm and was absent in other samples with
a thinner F-layer. Such an anomaly arose due to the difference
in the effective critical depairing current densities j 0; pc �T � for
the 0- and p-states of the structure. Calculations performed in
the framework of the approach in [362] showed that, for the
same deviationT 0; p

c ÿ T of the temperatureT from its critical
value T 0; p

c , the condition j pc �T � > j 0c �T � holds in a wide
range of parameters of the hybrid SFS structure. The
quasistatic magnetic field Hex created by a near-field probe
induces a high-frequency current jex � �c=�4p�� rotHex in the
localization region, which prevents the transition of the SFS
structure to the superconducting state. The condition

jex �
j pc �Tc� ; ds < d �s ;
j 0c �Tc� ; ds 5 d �s

�
�25�

then determines the shift dT 0;p
c of the critical temperature

Tc � T 0; p
c ÿ dT 0;p

c of the transition of the SFS structure to
the superconducting state compared with its thermodynamic
value T 0; p

c .
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In Fig. 13b, we show the dependence Tc�ds� defined by
relation (25), exhibiting a jump of the critical temperature
DTc � dT 0

c ÿ dT p
c > 0 with decreasing superconductor

thickness at ds � d �s .
It is therefore possible to determine the transverse

structure of the pair wave function in Josephson SFS
structures with thin S layers in the vicinity of the 0ÿp
transition based on measurements of the lateral (long-
itudinal) transport in the layers. Because the depairing
current density in the p-state turns out to be somewhat
higher than in the 0-state, a change in the external current in
the layers allows changing the ground state of the SFS
structure (0! p) [366].

4.3 Inverse proximity effect.
Spin and electromagnetic mechanisms
The possibility of electron exchange between a superconduc-
tor and a ferromagnet in SF systems leads not only to the
appearance of superconducting correlations in a ferromagnet
but also to the opposite phenomenon, the penetration of a
magnetic moment from the ferromagnet into the super-
conductor. At first glance, this is unsurprising. Indeed, even
in the absence of an electrical contact between the S and F
subsystems, inhomogeneities of the magnetic moment in the
ferromagnet lead to the formation of stray magnetic fields
that can penetrate into the superconductor to a depth of the
order of the London length (see, e.g., review [367]).Moreover,
it is significant that this effect is sensitive to the structure of
the magnetization and the shape of the ferromagnet. For
example, an infinite single-domain ferromagnetic film with
longitudinal magnetization does not create stray fields and
does not therefore induce a magnetic field in a superconduc-
tor: the magnetic field is trapped inside the ferromagnet. But
the situation changes dramatically if the superconductor±
ferromagnet interface is transparent to electrons. In this case,
even if the ferromagnet does not create stray fields, amagnetic
field induced by the ferromagnet arises in the superconductor,
which is a manifestation of the so-called inverse proximity
effect.

There are two main mechanisms for the occurrence of
magnetism in a superconductor due to the proximity effect.
The first is related to the spin polarization of electrons
forming a Cooper pair near the SF interface (the so-called
spin mechanism of the inverse proximity effect) [368±372].
The second is purely electromagnetic: the direct proximity
effect excites a superconducting current inside the ferromag-
netic layer and hence the compensating Meissner currents
inside the superconductor (the electromagnetic proximity
effect) [373, 374] (see also review [375]).

The physical mechanism for the occurrence of the inverse
spin proximity effect is associated with Cooper pairs localized
near the SF interface. Because of the finite size of a pair, a
situation is possible where one electron in the pair is in the
superconductor and the other is in the ferromagnet. In this
case, it is energetically favorable for the magnetic moment of
the electron in the F layer to be directed along the
magnetization of the ferromagnet. Moreover, because the
Cooper pair has a zero spin projection, the electron remaining
in the superconductor must have an oppositely directed spin.
Thus, in the surface layer of a superconductor with a
thickness of the order of the Cooper pair size (i.e., the
correlation length x0 � 1ÿ10 nm), a magnetic moment is
induced that is directed against the magnetization vector in
the ferromagnet.

The possibility of the appearance of amagneticmoment in
a superconductor near the SF interface due to spin effects was
first predicted in [368]. The calculation of the local DOS
N"�x� andN#�x� for electrons with opposite spin projections,
based on a numerical solution of the Usadel equation,
allowed analyzing the magnetization profile of free electrons
Me�x� � mB�N"�x� ÿN#�x�� as a function of the distance x
from the SF interface. One of the surprising predictions in
[368] was that the direction of the magnetic moment induced
in the superconductor can change at some distance from the
SF interface inside the superconductor.

However, the analytic theory of the inverse proximity
effect constructed in [369] did not reveal the existence of
spatial oscillations of the magnetic moment in the S layer. At
the same time, inside the superconductor, the magnetic
moment itself can well be directed against the magnetization
of the ferromagnet. Just this situation is realized in SF
structures with a ferromagnet whose magnetization is due to
free electrons.

On the other hand, for a ferromagnet with the magnetiza-
tion due to the antiferromagnetic interaction of electrons with
localized moments, the direction of the induced moment in
the superconductor is the reverse: parallel to the magnetiza-
tion of the ferromagnet. The direction of the induced
magnetic moment also depends on which of the two spin
subbands in the ferromagnet has a higher density of electron
states at the Fermi level: the induced magnetic moment in the
S layer is directed against the magnetization of the ferro-
magnet if the lower-energy subband has a higher DOS, and
along the F-layer magnetization if the upper-spin subband
has a higher DOS [376]. Finally, for SF structures in the clean
limit (ht4 1, where h is the exchange energy in the ferro-
magnet and t is the characteristic relaxation time of the
electron momentum), the interference of quasiparticle trajec-
tories leads to an oscillatory dependence of the magnetic
moment induced in the superconductor on the product hdf,
where df is the F-layer thickness [370, 377].

In contrast to the spin mechanism of the emergence of
magnetism in the superconducting part of SF structures, the
electromagnetic proximity effect is purely orbital. The
penetration of Cooper pairs from a superconductor into a
ferromagnet leads to the appearance of Meissner currents
inside the ferromagnet. These currents screen the magnetiza-
tion field in the bulk of the ferromagnet and are a source of the
magnetic field in the superconductor, a field that decreases on
a scale of the order of the London depth l. In type-II
superconductors, such a scale significantly exceeds x0, which
makes the electromagnetic proximity effect long range
compared to the inverse proximity effect.

A comparison of the two mechanisms for generating the
magnetic moment of a superconductor in SF systems shows
that the electromagnetic mechanism is dominant for typical
ferromagnetic materials [374]. Indeed, a very general estimate
of the superconductor magnetization Ms due to the inverse
spin proximity effect can be obtained by calculating the
derivative of the superconducting condensation energy
Es � ÿD2N�0� with respect to the exchange field h: Ms �
ÿmBqEs=qh (here, D is the superconducting gap, N�0� is the
DOS at the Fermi level, and mB is the Bohr magneton). At low
temperatures, the correction to the superconducting gap dD
due to superconductivity suppression by the exchange field is
proportional to some depairing factor n dependent on the
exchange field: dD / n�h�. Assuming that qn=qh � Tc=h and
D � Tc, we obtain an estimate for the superconductor
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magnetizationMs � mBn�Tc=h��Tc=EF� � mBn� 10ÿ5, where
n is the electron concentration. The resulting estimate of Ms

turns out to be even less than the Pauli magnetization of
noninteracting electrons MP � mBn�h=EF� for most typical
ferromagnets, for which h4Tc. On the other hand, inside the
superconductor, the magnetization Mem associated with the
electromagnetic proximity effect is determined by the ferro-
magnet magnetization M: Mem /M. Not limiting ourselves
to materials in which magnetic ordering arises due to free
electrons and taking the significant contribution from
localized moments into account, we can easily deduce
that the ferromagnet magnetization must be of the order
of mB per atom. The resulting magnetization Mem signifi-
cantly exceeds the magnetization due to the inverse spin
proximity effect.

Thus, for typical ferromagnets in which the magnetic
order arises due to the interaction of electrons with localized
spins, the contribution from the inverse spin proximity effect
to the magnetization inside the superconductor is negligible.
At the same time, if the dominant mechanism for the
formation of magnetic order in a ferromagnet is indeed
related to free electrons, then the contribution of the spin
mechanism of the inverse proximity effect to the resulting
magnetization of the superconductor is significant [378].

The emergence of a magnetic field in the superconducting
part of SF structures has been detected experimentally using a
number of techniques, including spectral measurements of
nuclear magnetic resonance [379], analysis of the polar Kerr
effect [380], spin-polarized neutron reflectometry [339, 341,
381, 382], and muon spin spectroscopy [335±337, 383]. Only
the last two methods allow drawing a quantitative conclusion
about the characteristic scale of penetration of the magnetic
field into the superconducting subsystem, which turns out to
be much larger than the coherence length x0 [336, 337, 339,
382, 383]. Such a long-range penetration of the magnetic field
into the superconducting layer may be a consequence of the
electromagnetic proximity effect.

4.4 Electromagnetic proximity effect
in hybrid superconductor±ferromagnet structures
An analytic description of the electromagnetic proximity
effect in SF systems can be achieved by solving the Maxwell
equations for vector potential A, where the linear relation
between the superconducting current js and the vector
potential (typical for superconducting systems) is assumed
[373]. The total current j flowing in an SF system can then be
conveniently represented as the sum of two components,
j � js � jm, where jm � c rotM is the magnetization current
in the ferromagnet. The vector potential satisfies the equation

rot rotA � 4p
c
�js � jm� : �26�

As the simplest system in which the electromagnetic
proximity effect is realized, we consider an SF bilayer
(Fig. 14). For simplicity, we first assume that the magnetiza-
tion M �M0ez in the ferromagnet is homogeneous and is
directed along the z-axis parallel to the SF interface (ez is a
unit vector in the direction of the z-axis). The chosen
magnetization direction rules out the occurrence of stray
magnetic fields outside the ferromagnet when the interface
between S and F is not transparent to electrons. As a result, in
the absence of the proximity effect, the magnetic field is
B � 4pM inside the ferromagnet, and B � 0 outside the
ferromagnet, and there are no superconducting currents in

the S layer (we also assume the absence of an external
magnetic field applied to the SF system).

We now consider the situation where the interface
between the S and F layers is transparent to electrons. In
this case, the superconducting correlations penetrating into
the ferromagnet allow the superconducting current to flow
inside the ferromagnet. The specific type of js�A� coupling is
then determined by the relation between the superconducting
correlation length and the mean free path. The simplest
picture arises for a local js�A� coupling that is characteristic
of superconducting systems in the dirty limit,

js�x� � ÿ
c

4p
1

l2�x� A ; �27�

where the London length l is determined by the local
amplitude of superconducting correlations (21) and hence
depends on the coordinate x across the layers (see Fig. 14).
Moreover, due to the proximity effect, lÿ2 is nonzero inside
the ferromagnet. For simplicity in what follows, we assume
that ds 4 l for the superconductor thickness and df 5 l for
the ferromagnet thickness. In addition, we consider the
conductivity of a ferromagnet to be much lower than the
superconductor conductivity in the normal state, which
allows us to neglect the local suppression of the anomalous
Green's function on the scale� x0 near the SF interface due to
the proximity effect, assuming the London length l0 to be
constant inside the superconductor.

These simplifications allow obtaining the simplest form of
the solution ofMaxwell equation (26):Ay�x� � A0 exp �x=l0�
in the superconductor and Ay�x� � A0 � 4pM0x in the
ferromagnet. The constant A0 can be found from the
condition that the integral superconducting current flowing
along the SF system in the ground state vanishes. An
alternative (but completely equivalent) way to calculate A0

is to integrate Eqn (26) with respect to the F-layer thickness.
Considering the case where no external magnetic field is
applied to the system and Bz�df� � 0, we obtain

Bz�0� � ÿ4pM0

� df

0

x 0 dx 0

l2�x 0� ÿ A0

� df

0

dx 0

l2�x 0� : �28�

It is easy to see that, in the considered limit df 5 l0, the second
term on the right-hand side of (28) can be neglected because of
its smallness compared to theBz�0� term on the left-hand side.
Indeed, the solution of Eqn (26) for a superconductor implies
that A0 � Bz�0�l0, and hence the term with A0 on the right-
hand side of (28) has the order �df=l0�Bz�0�, which is much
less than Bz�0�. Substituting the found value of Bz�0� into the
solution of the Maxwell equation, we obtain the final profile
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S F
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Figure 14. Schematic representation of the spontaneous magnetic field

arising in an SF bilayer due to the electromagnetic proximity effect in

cases where the integral superconducting current in the ferromagnet is

(a) diamagnetic and (b) paramagnetic. (From [375].)
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of the spontaneous magnetic field inside the S layer,

Bz�x� � ÿ4pM0Q exp

�
x

l0

�
; �29�

where Q � � df0 lÿ2�x 0�x 0 dx 0.
For SF systems in the clean limit, the profile of the

magnetic field arising in the superconductor due to the
electromagnetic proximity effect is also described by expres-
sion (29), but the kernelQ is to be renormalized. To findQ, we
must take into account that the coupling js�A� is nonlocal in
the clean limit. In themost general form, it can be expressed as

js�x� � ÿ
c

4p

�
K�x; x 0�A�x 0� dx 0 : �30�

Deep in the bulk of the superconductor (for jxj4 xN �
�hvF=T ), the kernel K�x; x 0� in expression (30) takes a local
form characterized by the London depth l0. Here, xN is the
coherence depth in a clean normal metal. Integrating the
Maxwell equation, just as in the case of the dirty limit, we then
express the kernel Q as

Q �
� df

ÿx0
dx

� df

0

dx 0 x 0
�
K�x; x 0� ÿ lÿ20 d�xÿ x 0�y�ÿx�� ; �31�

where y�x� is the Heaviside step function, and the integration
limit x0 must be chosen such that the inequality xN 5 x0 5 l0
holds.

Specifying the expression for Q even further requires
microscopic calculations. To illustrate such calculations, we
consider an SF bilayer in the dirty limit. The coordinate
dependence of the inverse square of the London length lÿ2 is
then determined by expression (21). In the case where the
ferromagnet conductivity sf is much less than the super-
conducting layer conductivity ss, the Kupriyanov±Lukichev
boundary conditions for the Usadel equation reduce to the
so-called rigid boundary conditions, which state that,
inside the ferromagnetic layer at the SF interface, the
singlet part of the anomalous Green's function coincides
with the singlet component inside the superconductor,
fs�0� � fs0 � D=�o2 � D2�1=2 (where D is the width of super-
conducting gap in the superconductor ando is theMatsubara
frequency), and the triplet part of the anomalous Green's
function ft vanishes.

Choosing the gap D to be real, we obtain the solution of
the Usadel equation inside the F layer in the form fs�x� �

ReF�x�, ftz�x� � ImF�x� with the complex function F�x� �
fs0 cosh �q�xÿ df��=cosh �qdf�, where q � 2�o� ih�=Df and
Df is the diffusion coefficient in the ferromagnet. Substituting
the found solution in (21) and summing over the Matsubara
frequencies and integrating over the coordinate, we arrive at
the final expression for kernel Q [373]:

Q � p2sfx
2
f D

2�hc 2
tanh

�
D
2T

�
Im

�
q 2d 2

f ÿ 1

cosh2 �qdf�

�
: �32�

Figure 15 shows typical dependences of Q on the ferromag-
netic layer thickness for the dirty and clean limits. Spatial
oscillations of the singlet and triplet components of the
anomalous Green's function in a ferromagnet layer give rise
to regions with a diamagnetic and paramagnetic response
inside the F layer (see Section 4.1). As a result, the sign of the
Q kernel is determined by the ratio between the F-layer
thickness and the superconducting correlation length xf, and
the dependence Q�df� is oscillatory. In this case, the vector of
the magnetic field induced in the superconductor and the
magnetization vector in the F layer can be either codirectional
(in the case Q < 0) or oppositely directed (in the case Q > 0).
Moreover, for typical (for example, Nb-based) structures
with a ferromagnetic layer thickness df � xf, the kernel has
the order Q � �df=l�2 � 10ÿ2.

Until now, we have considered an SF bilayer with
homogeneous magnetization, in which only short-range
triplet correlations with zero spin projection occur, while
long-range triplet correlations are absent. At the same time, in
systems with a noncollinear magnetization distribution, the
electromagnetic proximity effect is significantly enhanced due
to an increase in the integral amplitude of superconducting
correlations and the total superconducting current inside the
ferromagnet [373, 374].

As an illustration, we consider an SF system in the dirty
limit, in which the ferromagnet consists of two layers with
noncollinear magnetic moments. We assume that the super-
conductor is located in the region x < 0, the ferromagnetic
layer F1 is in the region 0 < x < d1, and the second
ferromagnetic layer F2 occupies the region d1 < x < d1 � d2
(Fig. 16). We also assume that the magnetization moduli in
both ferromagnetic layers are the same and equal to M0, but
the magnetization is directed along the z-axis in the F1 layer
and along the y-axis in the F2 layer. The impact of long-range
triplet correlations on the electromagnetic proximity effect is
most pronounced if the F2 layer thickness significantly
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Figure 15.Dependences of kernelQ, which determines the electromagnetic proximity effect, on the ferromagnetic layer thickness df in the clean and dirty
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exceeds the correlation length xn �
�����������
Df=T

p
. Still assuming

that d2 5 l, we canwrite the solution of theMaxwell equation
for the SF1F2 system as

A � A0 exp

�
x

l0

�
at x < 0 ;

A � �A0y � 4pM0x�ey � A0zez at 0 < x < d1 ;

A � �A0y � 4pM0d1�ey � �A0z ÿ 4pM0�xÿ d1��ez
at d1 < x < d1 � d2 ;

where the vector quantityA0 varies on scales of the order of l
only inside the ferromagnets and can be considered a
constant, and ey and ez are unit vectors in the directions of
the y- and z-axes. As in the case of an SF bilayer, integrating
Maxwell equation (26) with respect to the thickness of the
ferromagnetic layers allows representing the magnetic field
profile inside the superconductor in the form

B�x� � ÿ4pM0Q exp

�
x

l0

�
; �33�

where the vector Q has the components

Qz �
� d1

0

x 0 dx 0

l2�x 0� ; Qy �
� d1�d2

d1

�x 0 ÿ d1� dx 0
l2�x 0� : �34�

Figure 16 schematically shows the magnetic field profiles
for two mutual orientations of magnetizations in ferro-
magnetic layers. In the case of mutually orthogonal
orientation of the magnetizations, the estimate of Qy

gives Qy � �xn=xf�2Qz 4Qz. As a result, in experiments that
allow changing the orientation of the magnetic moment in
one of the ferromagnetic layers, a significant increase in the
magnetic field in the superconductor should be observed for
the mutually orthogonal orientation of the magnetic
moments in ferromagnets. Figure 17 shows the dependences
of the components of the vector kernel Q on the F1 ferro-
magnet thickness, obtained by solving the Usadel equation
[374]. The calculation results fully confirm the above
qualitative arguments about the enhancement of the electro-
magnetic proximity effect for systems with a noncollinear
magnetization distribution.

From the experimental standpoint, the electromagnetic
proximity effect leads to a number of features of the
magnetic and transport properties of SF structures. An
immediate and obvious consequence of the electromag-
netic proximity effect is the appearance in a superconduc-
tor of a magnetic field that decreases on the scale of the
London length l, which in type-II superconductors sig-
nificantly exceeds the scale of penetration of superconduct-
ing correlations from the ferromagnet into the super-
conductor (the latter scale is of the order of the super-
conducting correlation length x0 �

�����������
Ds=T

p
, where Ds is the

diffusion coefficient in the superconductor).
The distribution of themagnetic field inside the SF system

can be reconstructed experimentally by analyzing the scatter-
ing of spin-polarized neutrons and muons. For example, an
anomalous (up to fivefold compared with the correlation
length xs �

�����������
Ds=T

p
) increase in the spatial scale of the

magnetic moment penetration into the superconductor was
observed in [336±339, 384, 385], which may be related to the
manifestation of the electromagnetic proximity effect. The
theoretical conclusion about the enhancement of the induced
magnetic field in the case of a mutually orthogonal orienta-
tion of the magnetic moments in SF1F2 structures is in
complete agreement with the data in [336]. The magnitudes
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Figure 16. Schematic representation of magnetic field profiles in an SF
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of induced magnetic fields for Cu=Nb and Cu=Nb=Co
structures were also compared experimentally in [383, 384].
It was shown that the addition of a Co layer to the system
enhances the induced field, and the magnetic field profiles
inside the structure are different when the collinear magnetic
moments in two ferromagnetic layers are codirected and
oppositely directed. Thus, to date, a large amount of
experimental data has been accumulated indicating the
important role of the electromagnetic proximity effect in the
electrodynamics of SF systems.

The theory describing the occurrence of magnetic fields in
SF systems, as outlined above, allows proposing several
alternative methods for detecting the electromagnetic proxi-
mity effect and its possible applications. One of the possibi-
lities is the direct detection of Meissner currents flowing
through the superconductor. If the superconducting layer
thickness is small compared to the London length l, then the
current density near the external boundary of the super-
conductor is nonzero. Moreover, scanning the surface of the
superconductor with a normal (nonsuperconducting) probe
of a scanning tunneling microscope can allow a change to be
detected in the local DOS associated with a Doppler shift in
the spectrum of quasiparticles due to the superconducting
current flowing over the surface, while the use of a super-
conducting probe can allow a shift to be detected in the
Fraunhofer dependence of the critical current of the Joseph-
son junction formed by the S-layer and the microscope probe
on the external magnetic field [374].

Another curious consequence of the electromagnetic
proximity effect is the long-range electromagnetic interac-
tion of the magnetic moments of two ferromagnetic layers
separated by a superconducting layer of a thickness ds 9l.
To illustrate the possibility of such an interaction, it suffices
to consider the free energy of the F1/S/F2 structure, which in
the dirty limit can be written as

F �
�� �Bÿ 4pM�2

8p
� A2

8pl2

�
dx ; �35�

where B�x� is the magnetic field inside the structure and
M �M1 �M �M2� is the magnetization inside the F1 (F2)
layer, with M equal to zero inside the superconductor. Due
to the electromagnetic proximity effect, the magnetization
in the F1 layer induces a magnetic field decreasing on the
scale l in the superconductor, which penetrates into the F2

layer. As a result, due to the cross term / BM, the energies
of states with the coincident and oppositely directed
collinear magnetizations M1 and M2 are different. Inter-
estingly, depending on the thickness of the ferromagnetic
layers, the signs of the kernels Q1 and Q2 that determine the
direction of the magnetic field induced by the ferromagnets
can differ and correspond to either the ferromagnetic or
the antiferromagnetic ordering of the magnetic moments in
the two F layers. Thus, the choice of layer thicknesses
allows engineering long-range magnetic interaction in
F1SF2 systems.

As a final remark, we note that the electromagnetic
proximity effect does not allow eliminating stray magnetic
fields in SF structures with transparent boundaries using a
special choice of the magnetic moment orientation in the
F layer. Therefore, taking this effect into account is of key
importance in the development of superconducting spintronic
devices, because the presence of stray fields is an undesirable
effect for many of them.

4.5 Larkin±Ovchinnikov±Fulde±Ferrell instability
The paramagnetic Meissner effect in planar SF structures,
due to spin-triplet superconducting correlations, can lead to a
loss of stability of the homogeneous superconducting state
and the formation of states with the order parameter
modulated in the plane of the layer [332, 386]. Such
inhomogeneous states are similar to the LOFF states that
arise in thin superconducting films placed in a strong long-
itudinal magnetic field [36, 37].

The conclusion that inhomogeneous LOFF states inevi-
tably occur in SF systems with a paramagnetic response to a
weak longitudinal magnetic field is already evident from the
dependence of the system free energy F on the vector potential
A characterizing the field. When the thickness of the SF
structure is much less than the London length l, the change in
the longitudinal component of the vector potential Ak in the
direction across the layers can be disregarded. Integrating the
local London relation (20) for js�A� across the layers gives a
relation between the surface current density Is �

�
js�x� dx

(where x is the coordinate across the layers) andAk, involving
the effective inverse length Lÿ1 � � lÿ2�x� dx:

Is � ÿ c

4p
Lÿ1Ak : �36�

Expression (36) allows reconstructing the dependence F�Ak�,
because the current density can be regarded as the variational
derivative of the free energy with respect to the vector
potential �js � ÿc dF=dA�. Here, we must take the gauge
invariance of the free energy into account and introduce the
superconducting order parameter phasej into consideration.
As a result, the free energy F can be represented as

F � F0 � S

8p
Lÿ1

�
Ak ÿ F0

2p
k

�2

; �37�

where the vector k � Hkj is the gradient of the phase in the
layer plane, S is the area of the SF structure, and the free
energy part F0 is independent of the vector potential.

It follows from (37) that, in the absence of an external field
(forAk � 0), the stability of a homogeneous superconducting
state with k � 0 is determined by the sign of the effective
lengthL. ForL > 0, the free energy minimum corresponds to
a homogeneous state, and for L < 0, the homogeneous state
loses stability: states with k 6� 0 become energetically more
favorable.

Thus, the sign change of L corresponds to the appearance
of a LOFF state in the system with the order parameter
modulated in the layer plane. At the same time, the problem
of the magnitude of the vector k corresponding to the energy
minimum cannot be solved in the framework of the linear
response theory and requires taking the terms that are
nonlinear in the vector potential js�A� into account. It is also
important that, in the LOFF state, the response of the SF
system remains diamagnetic, despite Lÿ1 being formally
negative. Indeed, the direction of the superconducting
current is determined by the sign of the second derivative of
the free energy with respect to the vector potential at the
minimum, but when the energy minimum is shifted from the
state with k � 0 to the state with a nonzero k, the sign of the
second derivative does not change, remaining positive.

The qualitative arguments presented above are corrobo-
rated by microscopic calculations. As an example, we
consider the simplest system: an SF bilayer in the dirty limit.
For the simplicity of calculations, we assume that the
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interface between the S and F layers is absolutely
transparent to electrons, the superconducting layer thick-
ness ds is much less than the correlation length

���������������������
Ds=�2pT �

p
(where Ds is the diffusion coefficient in the superconduc-
tor), and the exchange field h in the ferromagnet signifi-
cantly exceeds the critical temperature Tc0 of the super-
conducting phase transition for an isolated superconductor
film. To describe the transition to the in-plane LOFF state,
we assume that the width of the superconducting gap
D�rk� � D0 exp �ikrk� can be phase-modulated in the plane
of the layers (rk is the 2D radius vector in the plane of the
structure). Taking the modulus of k as a parameter, we can
calculate the temperature Tc�k� such that, at temperatures
below it, the superconducting state with a given k has a
lower free energy than the normal state, and then find the
maximum of the function Tc�k�, which would correspond
to the critical temperature of the phase transition from the
normal state to the in-plane LOFF state.

The dependence Tc�k� can be calculated using the
linearized Usadel equation for the anomalous Green's
function f̂ �k� � fs � ftr,

DH2f̂ÿ 2on f̂ÿ i
ÿ
hr f̂� f̂ hr

�� 2D̂ � 0 ; �38�

where D̂ � D�k�iŝy, on � pT�2n� 1� are the Matsubara
frequencies, and D is the diffusion coefficient (different in
the S and F layers). We note that the anomalous Green's
function in the bilayer plane is modulated in both layers,
while, for the state predicted in [348], modulation is
restricted to only the F layer (the inconsistency with the
boundary conditions at the interface that arises in that case
was discussed in [387]). In the absence of a potential barrier
at the interface between the layers, the Kupriyanov±
Lukichev boundary conditions reduce to the continuity of
the Green's function f̂ and of the combination sqx f̂ on the
SF interface (here, s is the Drude conductivity of each
layer in the normal state). For simplicity, we assume that
the Fermi velocities in the S and F layers are equal, which
implies the equality of the ratios of the diffusion coeffi-
cients and conductivities in the two layers. The sought
function Tc�k� is determined by the self-consistency
equation

D�k� ln Tc�k�
Tc0

�
X1

n�ÿ1

�
D�k�
j2n� 1j ÿ pTc�k� f S

12

�
� 0 ; �39�

where f S
12 is the counterdiagonal component of the anomalous

Green's function in the superconductor. The effective inverse
screening length Lÿ1 is determined by an integral over the
thickness of the SF structure,

Lÿ1 � 16p3Tc

ecF0

X1
n�0

�
s
ÿj fsj2 ÿ jftj2� dx : �40�

To calculate further, we assume the exchange field h in
the ferromagnet to be homogeneous and directed along
the z-axis. Vector ft then has only one component, which is
codirectional with the exchange field, and hence the diagonal
components of the anomalous Green's function vanish
� f11 � f22 � 0�. We also assume that the superconductor is
in the regionÿds < x < 0 and the ferromagnet is in the region
0 < x < df. Then, the solution of the Usadel equation can be
obtained from the well-known solution for a homogeneous
superconducting state in an SF bilayer (see, e.g., [39]) by the

formal change on ! on �Dk 2=2. The result is

f S
12 �

D0 exp �ikrk�
on � tÿ1s �k�

; f F
12 � f S

12

cosh
�
qk�xÿ df�

�
cosh �qkdf� ; �41�

where qk �
����������������
q 2 � k 2

p
, q � �1� i�=xf, xf �

����������
Df=h

p
is the

correlation length in the ferromagnet, and

tÿ1s �k� �
Dsk

2

2
� Ds

2ds

sf
ss

qk tanh �qkdf� �42�

is the depairing factor. Substituting the obtained solutions for
the anomalous Green's function in (39) and (40), we obtain a
relation between the screening parameter Lÿ1 and the
dependence Tc�k�,
1

L
� 16p2dsssD2

0

ecF0DsTc�0�
�
Re

�
nC1

�
1

2
� n
��
ÿ 1

�
qTc

qk 2

����
k�0

; �43�

where n � tÿ1s �0�=�2pTc�0�� andC1 is the trigamma function.
Expression (43) directly confirms the qualitative reasoning
given above: the loss of stability of a homogeneous super-
conducting state, which manifests itself in a sign reversal of
the derivative qTc=qk 2, is accompanied by the sign reversal of
the screening parameter Lÿ1.

An implicit expression for the function Tc�k� can be
obtained from self-consistency equation (39),

ln
Tc�k�
Tc0

� C
�
1

2

�
ÿReC

�
1

2
� tÿ1s �k�
2pTc�k�

�
; �44�

whereC is the digamma function. Typical Tc�k� dependences
are shown inFig. 18. At relatively large superconducting layer
thicknesses ds, the contribution of triplet correlations ft to the
total response of the SF system is much less than the
contribution from the singlet component fs of the anomalous
Green's function, and hence Lÿ1 > 0 and the dependence
Tc�k� is a monotonically decreasing one with a maximum at
k � 0 (which corresponds to the formation of a homogeneous
superconducting state). As the thickness ds decreases, the
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Figure 18. Dependences of critical temperature Tc on the modulus of
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layer. System parameters are xs0 �
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triplet contribution of correlations to Lÿ1 becomes compar-
able to the contribution of fs, and forDf=Ds 4 h=Tc0 at some
critical S-layer thickness dsc � �sf=ss�xf, the screening para-
meter Lÿ1 can vanish. As ds decreases further, the maximum
of Tc�k� corresponds to a LOFF state with k � k0 6� 0.

Interestingly, the LOFF states can appear in the range of
parameters where the homogeneous superconducting state is
suppressed at any temperature. The dependences of the
effective London length Lÿ1 and the optimal modulation
vector k0 in the LOFF state on the superconductor thickness
are shown in Fig. 19.

The in-plane LOFF states in SF systems discussed
above differ from the LOFF states predicted for thin
superconducting films in an external longitudinal mag-
netic field in a number of important ways. First, the
classical LOFF states are disorder-sensitive and can only
occur in clean films. Second, in contrast to the classical
LOFF phase that occurs at low temperatures, LOFF states
in SF systems can form at temperatures close to Tc0. This
can be most conspicuous in three-layer systems composed
of a superconductor, a ferromagnet, and a normal metal.
For the LOFF instability to be realized in such a system,
the ferromagnet conductivity sf can be chosen small
compared to ss, and the conductivity of the normal metal
sn, much greater than ss. The suppression of the critical
temperature due to the proximity effect is mainly deter-
mined by the properties of the ferromagnet and is in fact
weak. At the same time, the normal metal region, due to its
high conductivity, makes a significant contribution to the
screening parameter Lÿ1. By choosing the ferromagnet
thickness such that the triplet component of the anom-
alous Green's function dominates the singlet component at
the FN interface, a significant paramagnetic contribution
to Lÿ1 from the N layer can be ensured, comparable to the
diamagnetic contribution from the superconductor. There-
fore, there is a region of parameters in which the in-plane
LOFF instability in SFN systems arises at temperatures
only slightly lower than Tc0.

Finally, one of the most important features of the LOFF
states in SF systems is the possibility of a phase transition to a
modulated state caused by changing the temperature. For
classical LOFF states, changes in temperature can only lead
to a transition between the normal and modulated states, but
for SF systems, there is a wide range of parameters where a
transition between the homogeneous superconducting state
and the LOFF phase is possible. As a result, in the
temperature±exchange-field diagram, the domain of the
existence of an inhomogeneous phase can be completely
isolated from the stability domain of the normal (nonsuper-
conducting) phase.

To illustrate the mechanism responsible for the phase
transition between the homogeneous and modulated phases
as the temperature changes, we consider the case where the
temperature T is close to the critical temperature of the
superconducting phase transition Tc into the homogeneous
phase. In this temperature range, the width of the super-
conducting gap D is small, and hence the effective inverse
London length Lÿ1 can be expanded in a power series in D,

Lÿ1 � aD2�T � � bD4�T � ; �45�

where the coefficients a and b are independent of the
temperature, and the superconducting gap D�T � vanishes at
T � Tc and increases monotonically as the temperature
decreases. The a and b coefficients for the SF bilayer in the
dirty limit can be calculated by solving the nonlinear Usadel
equation [386]. Typical dependences of these coefficients on
the ferromagnetic layer thickness df for SF systems with a thin
S-layer �ds 5 xs� and a large exchange field in the F-layer
�h4Tc� are shown in Fig. 20a. For sufficiently large values of
the conductance ratio sf=ss, a can become negative in a
certain range of df, which corresponds to the formation of a
LOFF state at the critical temperature. At the same time, at
the points where a � 0, the coefficient b is always negative. As
a result, even for small positive values of a, the second term in
(45) completely compensates the term proportional to D2 at
some temperature TF < Tc. The vanishing of Lÿ1 is then
accompanied by a phase transition from a homogeneous
superconducting phase to a LOFF state (a typical form of
the phase diagram of the system is schematically shown in
Fig. 21).

Another interesting feature of the low-temperature LOFF
phase is the sign reversal of the nonlinear contribution to the
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Figure 19. Dependences of the effective inverse London length Lÿ1 (solid
blue curves) and the optimal modulation of the LOFF wave vector k0 (red

curves) on the superconductor layer thickness ds. Hand-drawn blue dotted

lines illustrate the behavior of the screening parameter in the LOFF phase,

and green dotted curves correspond to theLÿ1 dependences calculated for

an unstable homogeneous superconducting state (not realized physically).

Parameters are chosen as xs0 �
������������������������
Ds=�4pTc0�

p � 0:1xf, df � 0:75xf (1),

df � 1:0xf (2), df � 1:2xf (3), and df � 2:0xf (4). Notation lÿ2eff �
Lÿ1�Tc�0�ecF0=�2pssdsD2

0�� is used. (From [332].)
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(b) Dependences of the superconducting current J � jsLcTc=�xfTc0� on
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used. (From [386].)
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relation between the superconducting current js and super-
velocity, which is proportional to q � Hjÿ �2p=F0�A. At a
qualitative level, this effect can be illustrated in the frame-
work of the Ginzburg±Landau (GL) theory. Near the phase
transition to the LOFF phase, the contribution to the free
energy density due to the superconducting order parameter D
has the form [388]

F � �ÿa0t� b0q
2 � d0q 4�D2 � �g0 � Z0q

2�D4 ; �46�

where t � �Tc ÿ T �=Tc. The superconducting current is
proportional to the derivative of the free energy with respect
to the supervelocity, js / qF=qq. For a fixed q, minimizing F
with respect to the superconducting gap width D gives
the optimum value D2 � �a0tÿ b0q

2�=�2g0� �O�q 4� cor-
responding to a minimum of F. Substituting the found value
of D2 into the expression for the current, we obtain

js / b0a0tqÿ b 2
0 q

3 � 2d0a0tq 3

g0
: �47�

Far from the parameter range corresponding to the LOFF
phase in the phase diagram, the third term on the right-hand
side of (47) is negligible compared to the second term and
hence q2js=qq 2 < 0. But near the LOFF instability threshold,
the coefficient b0 is strongly suppressed, and the last term in
(47) with d0 > 0 changes the sign of the curvature of the js�q�
dependence at small q.

The results of microscopic calculations of the js�q�
dependence in the framework of the nonlinear Usadel theory
[386] are shown in Fig. 20b. The predicted change of sign of
the curvature of js�q� should manifest itself in experiments on
measuring the third harmonic of the electromagnetic response
of SF structures [363±365] and can be used as an additional
tool for detecting LOFF states.

We note that, according to our assumption, the order
parameter has the form of a plane wave D � exp �iqr�, and
this is certainly justified when analyzing the LOFF instability
existence problem. At temperatures below the threshold for
the emergence of the LOFF phase, the problem of the
realization of a curl-free Fulde±Ferrell-type state (also

considered in [366, 389]) and its energy competition with
states characterized by inhomogeneities of the order para-
meter modulus requires a separate analysis.

The conditions for the occurrence of LOFF instability
turn out to be milder for three-layer SFN systems. There, a
normal metal can significantly enhance the contribution of
triplet correlations to the screening parameterLÿ1; as a result,
the transition temperature to the LOFF phase can reach
several kelvins according to estimates in [386].

In general, SF systems open up new prospects for the
experimental detection of LOFF states. Although these
states were first predicted more than 50 years ago, there
are still only a few experiments that provide convincing
evidence for the LOFF instability. Quasi-two-dimensional
organic superconductors, such as l-�BETS�2GaCl4 [390],
l-�BETS�2FeCl4 [391], k-�BEDTÿTTF�2Cu�NCS�2 [392±
396], and b 00-�ET�2SF5CH2CF2SO3 [397, 398], are used in
samples. The layered structure of these compounds contri-
butes to the suppression of the orbital effect for a magnetic
field parallel to the layers, and the strong anisotropy of the
Fermi surface is conducive to an additional stabilization of
the LOFF states [399].

At the same time, SF structures seem to have a number of
advantages over the systems listed above. First, the LOFF
phase in SF systems can emerge in the dirty limit, which
significantly reduces the requirements for the purity of the
sample. Second, the LOFF instability in SFN systems can
occur at relatively high temperatures. Third, SF systems allow
the controlled switching among the normal phase, the
homogeneous superconducting states, and the LOFF states
by varying the temperature. Experimentally, the occurrence
of the LOFF phase can be detected by suppressing the
electromagnetic response at the phase transition point and
by the sign reversal of the third harmonic of the electro-
magnetic response in a longitudinal magnetic field.

To conclude this section, we note that the LOFF
instability mechanism described here is not specific to planar
SF systems. Similar LOFF states have been predicted for
ferromagnetic cylinders coated with a superconductor layer
[400±403] and for SN bilayers in the case of a nonequilibrium
energy distribution of quasiparticles [404, 405].

4.6 Spontaneous currents. Spin±orbit effects
The electrodynamics of hybrid SF systems becomes much
richer in the presence of SO coupling at the interface
between the materials. The presence in the system of an
additional mechanism of spin splitting of electron states
makes states with different spin (and hence momentum)
projections nonequivalent. The spin splitting mechanism
can be either the usual Zeeman interaction of the electron
spin with an external magnetic field [307±310] or the
exchange interaction of conduction electrons with loca-
lized spins in the presence of magnetic ordering in the
system [406±408].

In this subsection, we focus on systems with the exchange
mechanism of spin splitting arising in SF hybrid systems,
which are considered a promising platform for engineering
nonconventional superconducting states [77, 243, 245, 264,
304, 321, 409±414]. In such systems, it is natural to expect the
presence of a Rashba-type SO coupling [95] associated with
symmetry breaking with respect to spatial inversion at the
interface between the superconductor and the ferromagnet
[252, 253, 264, 304, 321] or with the addition of another thin
layer with a strong SO coupling [409].

T
=
T
c0

df=xf

N

S

LOFF

Figure 21. Schematic representation of a typical phase diagram of an SF

structure in the parameter range corresponding to the appearance of the

LOFF phase. Dashed lines show an example of the ferromagnet thick-

nesses at which a change in temperature leads to a phase transition to the

LOFF state. (From [375].)
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From an electrodynamic point of view, one of the most
interesting questions is whether helicoidal states can generate
a spontaneous electric current in the presence of spin splitting.
Initially, this question was considered for superconductors
without an inversion center placed in an external magnetic
field. At first glance, the occurrence of spontaneous currents
in such systems seems natural. Indeed, the contribution of the
Rashba-type SO coupling to the Hamiltonian is proportional
to the mixed product �n� p�r, where n is the unit vector along
the direction in which the inversion symmetry is broken. In
this case, spin splitting under the action of a magnetic fieldH0

induces a difference between energies of the states with
p / ��H0 � n�. As a result, one of the momentum directions
becomes energetically more favorable, and the wave function
of the Cooper pairs takes the form of a plane wave
/ exp �ipr�, which suggests the occurrence of a spontaneous
current.

But it turns out on closer examination that the presence or
absence of a spontaneous current essentially depends on the
spin splitting mechanism. In bulk s-wave superconductors
without an inversion center, spontaneous current generation
is impossible due to the large kinetic energy of the moving
condensate. In the case of quasi-two-dimensional super-
conductors placed in a longitudinal magnetic field, helicoidal
states with a preferred momentum direction do arise, but the
SO coupling modifies the quantummechanical expression for
the current, such that there is no spontaneous current for
these states [306, 310, 415±417]. At the same time, in systems
based on superconductors with d- or chiral p-type pairing, as
well as at the interfaces between s-wave superconductors and
HMs (ferromagnets with full spin polarization of the bands),
the occurrence of a spontaneous current is possible due to the
formation of states with broken time reversal symmetry [418±
428]. We note that, in the systems mentioned above, the
current states arise at temperatures much lower than the
critical superconducting phase transition temperature.

In spite of above argument, the picture changes comple-
tely if the spin splitting is due to the exchange interaction of
the electron spins forming a Cooper pair with the exchange
field of the ferromagnet (for example, in SF systems with a
developed proximity effect). The structure of the helicoidal
wave functions of Cooper pairs then coincides with the
structure of the wave functions for a superconducting film in
a longitudinal magnetic field. However, the ground state is a
zero-current one for a film in a magnetic field, but a nonzero
spontaneous current is present in SF systems with a strong SO
coupling.

The key difference between the two systems under
consideration becomes clear if we represent the superconduct-
ing current js as the variational derivative of the free energy
with respect to the vector potential, js � ÿc dF=dA. When the
spin splitting is due to the magnetic field B � rotA, the
derivative of the magnetic field in the SO term of the
Hamiltonian with respect to the vector potential makes a
nonzero contribution to the current. This contribution
exactly compensates the spontaneous current due to the
helical nature of the superconducting state. At the same
time, there is no orbital mechanism of the coupling to the
superconducting condensate for the exchange field (the
exchange field is not related to a vector potential), and hence
the compensating contribution to the current does not arise.
As a result, the formation of states with a nonzero
spontaneous current is possible for a wide class of SF
structures: SF bilayers [410, 429], superconducting films

with magnetic particles on their surface [430±433], and
superconducting rings partially coated with a ferromagnetic
insulator [243].

To describe the mechanism of formation of spontaneous
currents in SF structures at temperatures close to the critical
superconducting phase transition temperature, it suffices to
use the phenomenological Ginzburg±Landau model. The
effects of the SO coupling can then be taken into account by
including the Lifshitz invariant into the superconductor free
energy functional F � � f �r� d3r [301, 302]. As a result, the
free energy density can be represented as [308, 309, 434]

f �r� � ajcj2 � b

2
jcj4 � 1

4m
j D̂cj2 � �rotA�

2

8p

� �e�r��n� h�c � D̂c� c:c:
	
; �48�

where c � jcj exp �ij� is the superconducting order para-
meter, a � ÿa�Tc ÿ T �, a and b are standard coefficients of
the Ginzburg±Landau functional, D̂ � ÿi�hHH� �2e=c�A is the
gauge-invariant momentum operator �e > 0�, and the para-
meter e�r� / vR=EF [434] characterizes the SO coupling
strength (where vR is the Rashba velocity and EF is the
Fermi energy).

As an example of a system where superconducting states
with a spontaneous current are formed, we consider a two-
layer system consisting of a superconductor coated with a
ferromagnetic insulator layer (Fig. 22) [410]. The low
conductivity requirement for the ferromagnet allows us to
assume that superconducting correlations penetrate into the
bulk of the ferromagnet only to atomic scales and to ignore
the suppression of the superconducting state due to the
proximity effect, with the order parameter modulus jcj
assumed to be independent of the coordinate across the
structure. In addition, we assume that the SO coupling is

n

J ¶ S
c

H�z�

DH

H0

z

x

0

Figure 22. Hybrid SF structure in which the Rashba SO coupling creates

spontaneous current J � Jey, Eqn (50), in the vicinity of the S/F interface.

Corresponding magnetic field profile and superconducting order para-

meter c are shown by solid curves. Dashed curve shows the profile of the

magnetic field in the presence of external fieldH0. (From [410].)
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present only in a narrow layer of atomic thickness
jzj9 lSO 5 x � �h=

������������
4mjajp

in the vicinity of the SF interface.
For simplicity, we confine ourselves to considering the
situation where the exchange field h in the ferromagnet and
the external magnetic field H0 are directed along the x-axis,
such that the spontaneous current due to the SO coupling is
localized near the z � 0 plane on the atomic scale and is
parallel to the y-axis. Then, the term related to the SO
coupling in free energy (48) can be represented as a surface
term,

FSO � 2jcj2e lSOS�n� h�
�

�hHj� 2e

c
A

�����
z�0

; �49�

where S is the area of the SF interface. In (49), we neglected
the spin splitting of electron states associated with the
magnetic field, assuming it to be small compared to the
exchange field �mBH0 5 h�. The surface density of the
spontaneous current JSO flowing along the SF interface is
determined by the derivative of (49) with respect to the vector
potential,

JSO � ÿ 1

S

c qFSO

qA
� ÿ cFSO

2pl2
ey ; �50�

where FSO � qSOlSOF0=�4p� is the effective magnetic flux
(F0 � p�hc=e is the magnetic flux quantum), qSO � 4meh=�h is
the wave number characterizing the spin splitting magnitude
in the presence of SO coupling and of the exchange field
�qSOlSO � 1�, l � �mc 2=�8pe 2jcj2��1=2 is the London length,
and ey is the unit vector in the y direction. The above
spontaneous surface current leads to the appearance of a
magnetic field jump on the z � 0 plane. From the Maxwell
equations, we find that the field jump is DH � 2cFSO=l

2. The
excess spontaneous field arising in the superconductor must
then be screened by the Meissner currents flowing in the bulk
of the S layer.

We emphasize that, in contrast to the spontaneous
currents in d- and p-wave superconductors or at interfaces
between s-wave superconductors and HMs, which appear in
the low-temperature limit [418±428], spontaneous currents
and fields in SF systems arise directly at the superconducting
phase transition temperature, thus becoming experimentally
distinguishable in the background of other magnetic effects.
Estimates show that, for type-II superconductors, the
spontaneous field is of the order of DH � qSOlSOHc1�T �
(where Hc1�T � � F0=�4pl2�T �� is the lower critical field of
the superconductor) and for typical values lSO � 1ÿ10 nm
can even exceed the Hc1�T � field. In this case, the sponta-
neous current can make it advantageous for Abrikosov
vortices to enter the sample.

The nature of the effect of the spontaneous surface current
on the properties of the superconducting state, the properties
of the superconducting phase transition, and the transport
properties of the SF system essentially depend on the relation
among the superconducting layer thickness L, the super-
conducting coherence length x, and the London depth l. We
consider several cases one after another.

We first discuss the limit of a thick superconductor,
L4max fl; xg [410]. The Meissner currents screening the
spontaneous current JSO are then localized on the l scale near
the SF interface, and the magnetic field profile inside the
superconductor has the formHx�z� � �H0� DH� exp �ÿz=l�.
In a region that has a width of the order of x near the SF

interface, the superconducting order parameter increases by a
relative value � �l=x��DH=Hcm�2 (where Hcm � 2

���
2
p

elx is
the thermodynamic critical field), but this does not lead to a
change in the critical temperature of the superconducting
phase transition in the absence of an external magnetic field.
At the same time, in type-II superconductors, the sponta-
neous current significantly affects the temperature depen-
dence of the critical magnetic fieldHc3 that corresponds to the
appearance of localized superconductivity at fields exceeding
the bulk critical field. This effect is a consequence of the
interaction of the spontaneous current with the Meissner
current that screens the external fieldH0.

Calculations in [410] show that, at temperatures close to
Tc, the dependence Hc3�T � has the form

Hc3�T � � H 0
c3�T �

�
1� nz

FSO

F0

�
; �51�

where H 0
c3�T � � 1:69�2ma=e��Tc ÿ T � is the temperature

dependence of the critical field for surface superconductivity
in an isolated S layer, z � 24:9 is a constant, and the
parameter n takes two values: n � 1 if the exchange field in
the F layer is codirectional with the external magnetic field
and n � ÿ1 if these fields are oppositely directed. Hence, a
change in the direction of the external magnetic field should
lead to a change in the slope of the Hc3�T � dependence
(Fig. 23), which can be used as a tool for the experimental
detection of spontaneous currents.

The picture described above changes somewhat if the
superconductor thickness L is small compared to the super-
conducting coherence length x [429]. In the case of a type-I
superconductor, for which the relations l5L5 x are
satisfied, the local enhancement of superconductivity near
the SF interface due to the SO coupling can already lead to an
increase in the critical temperature Tc of the SF bilayer
compared to the critical temperature Tc0 of an isolated
superconductor. As the temperature decreases, the transition
from the normal state to the superconducting state occurs as a
first-order phase transition. Assuming that a weak magnetic
field �H0 5DH� is applied to the SF bilayer, it can be shown

h � 0

h "" H0

h "# H0

Hc3

0 Tc T

Figure 23. Dependence Hc3�T � of the critical field of the emergence of

surface superconductivity on the temperature for a thick superconductor

coated with a thin ferromagnetic insulator film with a strong SO coupling

at the interface (for e > 0). Red and blue curves correspond to different

mutual orientations of external magnetic field H0 and exchange field h in

the ferromagnetic layer. Black dashed line corresponds to the tempera-

ture dependence of the critical field in the absence of a ferromagnet.

(From [410].)
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that

T �c
Tc0
� 1� 1

8

�
l0
L

�2�DH
Hcm

�4

� 2jH0j
DH

; �52�

where l0 is the London length at zero temperature and the
sign � in front of the last term corresponds to the codirected
(oppositely directed) external magnetic field H0 and the
exchange field h in the ferromagnet. The dependence of the
critical temperature on the external magnetic field orientation
allows using the obtained result to detect spontaneous
currents, in particular, to analyze the sign of the SO coupling
constant. Indeed, the critical temperature is higher for
codirectional H0 and h only in the case where e > 0, while
for e < 0 the relation between T �c and T ÿc is reversed.

Finally, thin SF bilayers with a strong SO coupling should
exhibit a peculiar diode effectÐa dependence of the critical
depairing current on the direction of the current in the layer
plane [429]. Such an anisotropy of the critical current does not
seem possible at first glance, because the total superconduct-
ing current due to the SO coupling and the Meissner effect is
equal to zero. But the key point is the spatial inhomogeneity
of the distribution of theMeissner current that screens the JSO
current along the thickness of the SF structure. As a result, for
a fixed orientation of the exchange field, the local current
density (and hence local suppression of the superconducting
order parameter) at some point in the superconductor
becomes dependent on the angle y between the external
transport current and the spontaneous current JSO flowing
along the SF interface. The maximum current that can flow
along the SF structure without destroying superconductivity
also acquires a dependence on y. The described diode effect
allows detecting spontaneous currents in transport measure-
ments.

Another way to detect the spontaneous supercurrent
induced by the combined action of the Rashba SO coupling
and the exchange field at an SF interface can be implemented
in systems with a multiply connected geometry [243], for
example, in a superconducting circuit partially coated
with a ferromagnetic insulator (Fig. 24). The exchange
field h in the SF interface region is formed on a scale
lSO � �h=

������������
2mEg

p
9 2 �A,whereEg � 1ÿ2 eV is the typical gap

width in the FI band spectrum. Because both the effective
exchange field h and the Rashba SO coupling are present in a
range of the order of the interatomic distance lSO, the constant
e in (48) must be averaged over the S-circuit thickness:
e / �lSO=d� vR=EF [435±437]. Assuming that the circuit is
thin and narrow, d;w5 x0 � �hvF=D0, and the temperature T
is considerably lower than Tc, we can regard the amplitude of
the wave function of the pairs as being homogeneous along
the circuit �jcj � const�. The presence of the SO coupling and
the exchange field gives rise to the phase modulation
c � jcj exp �iq1z� with the wave vector q1 in a length-Lh part
of the circuit oriented along the vector n� h, which is in this
case directed along the y-axis (z is a coordinate along the
circuit and the Rashba vector n is orthogonal to the circuit
plane). The corresponding supercurrent density

j � e�h

m
jcj2

�
qj
qz
ÿ qSO

�

in this region is j1 � �e�h=m�jcj2�q1 ÿ qSO�. In the remaining
length-L0 part of the circuit, the SO coupling and exchange
field are both absent �qSO � 0� and the supercurrent density is

determined by the usual expression j2 � �e�h=m� jcj2q2, where
the wave number q2 is to be found from the current continuity
condition q2 � q1 ÿ qSO and the single-valuedness of the
wave function phase q1Lh � q2L0 � 2pn. From these condi-
tions, it is easy to determine that the wave number
q2 � �2pnÿ qSOLh�=�Lh � L0� is nonzero in general and this
means the possibility of spontaneous generation of super-
current in the circuit. Thus, a superconductor with an
exchange field and SO coupling can under certain conditions
play the role of a phase battery that produces the phase
difference Dj � q1Lh in part of the circuit [243]. A tunable
phase battery based on a combination of SO coupling and
exchange interaction in an InAs nanowire was recently
implemented in [244].

A characteristic feature of structures with a multiply
connected geometry is the Little±Parks (LP) effect [438,
439], which consists in oscillations of the critical super-
conducting transition temperature Tc�H� with a change in
the external magnetic flux F � HS penetrating a closed
superconducting circuit of area S. The LP effect, which is a
classic and direct illustration of the orbital mechanism of
superconductivity suppression, is expressed in transitions,
initiated by an external field H, between states with
different vorticities L. The nontrivial interaction between
the LP effect and helicoidal states with an induced current
was studied in [243] using GL functional (48) with the
example of a thin and narrow superconducting ring of
radius R4 x0 coated with FI in the range x5 0 (see inset in
Fig. 25).

SC

FI
y

x
Lh

h

Figure 24. Superconducting circuit (SC) partially covered with a ferro-

magnetic insulator (FI) with exchange field h. (From [243].)
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Qualitatively, the influence of spin splitting in the
presence of SO coupling on the LP effect can be under-
stood by assuming that the spontaneous current arising in
such a ring imitates an additional magnetic flux DF �
F0�qSOR=p� cos w, which determines the shift in the position
of the LP oscillation maxima Tc�H�. The direction and
magnitude of DF depend on the orientation of the exchange
field. The strong SO coupling and exchange field cause a
noticeable shift of the LP oscillations, which can be detected
experimentally. In the absence of an external magnetic field
�F � 0�, the spontaneous current density j for a fixed ring
radius R depends on the subband spin splitting momentum
qSO and the average concentration of superconducting
electrons jcj2, i.e., on the deviation of the temperature T
from Tc. The supercurrent amplitude j attains an absolute
maximum at qSO � 1=R, and oscillates and changes sign as
qSO varies, as shown in Fig. 25. Damped alternating
oscillations are associated with a change in the supercurrent
circulation direction in the ring due to the phase differenceDj
created in the FI coated part of the ring as a result of the
combined action of the exchange field and the Rashba SO
coupling.

We note that the above spontaneous generation of
supercurrent is not specific to SF hybrids with the Rashba
SO coupling, but should be relevant for a wide class of
interfaces between superconductors and materials with spin
polarization and broken spatial inversion symmetry, such as
topological insulators and materials with full spin polariza-
tion.

5. Proximity effect in strong ferromagnets
with full spin polarization of the band

Physical phenomena associated with the influence of the
exchange field on the proximity effect and, in particular,
with the generation of spin-triplet correlations at the
interface between a superconductor and a ferromagnet
become especially pronounced when the spin splitting of
electron bands in a ferromagnet is of the order of the Fermi
energy. In such compounds, called HM ferromagnets or
HMs, the DOS at the Fermi level is nonzero for electrons
with one of the two possible spin projections (for example,
sz � �h=2), which corresponds to metallic conductivity, but
vanishes for the opposite spin projection sz � ÿ�h=2 [74±
78]. The proximity effect is then suppressed, because two
electrons with opposite spin projections, forming a spin-
singlet Cooper pair, cannot simultaneously penetrate into
an HM, where one of the spin subbands is located much
higher than the Fermi level.

At the same time, the penetration of superconducting
correlations into an HM is possible in the presence of an
additional ferromagnetic layer or a spin-active interface in the
system, which leads to the generation of long-range triplet
correlations with the spin projection sz � ��h. Moreover, if
both electron spins are directed along the quantization axis in
the HM �sz � �h�, then the corresponding superconducting
correlations penetrate into the HM, and if both spins are
directed against the quantization axis �sz � ÿ�h�, then the
penetration of correlations is impossible.

To date, several broad classes of HM ferromagnets are
known (see, e.g., reviews [78, 440]). They include Heusler
alloys (for example, Co2MnGe or compounds of the XMnSb
type, where X � Ni, Pt, Co, Fe, Cr, etc.), some oxides (for
example, CrO2, Fe3O4, and Sr2FeMoO6), perovskites (for

example, LaMnO3 and SrMnO3), transition metal chalco-
genides (for example, CrSe), and manganites (for example,
La0:7Sr0:3MnO3). Historically, the existence of HMs was first
predicted based on ab initio calculations of the electron band
structure of NiMnSb [74] and only then confirmed experi-
mentally [441].

From the standpoint of magnetic and transport measure-
ments, characteristic features of HMs are the integer ratio of
the magnetic moment of the unit cell to the Bohr magneton
and the combination of metallic conductivity and suppressed
spin susceptibility (see, e.g., [75]). Magneto-optical measure-
ments [442±444], positron annihilation spectroscopy [445],
spin-dependent photoelectron spectroscopy [446], etc. are
also used to study HMs. But the most informative technique
that allows experimentally detecting the difference between
the electronDOSs in two spin subbands and the key transport
characteristics of HM ferromagnets is the study of spin-
dependent electron tunneling between an HM and a super-
conductor [447, 448].

The conversion of normal current into supercurrent at the
normal metal±superconductor interface is known to be
associated with Andreev reflection: an electron with spin
projection sz, penetrating from an N metal into a super-
conductor, forms a pair with an electron with spin projection
ÿsz, resulting in the formation of a hole with spin projection
ÿsz, which propagates into the bulk of the N metal. Thus,
holes that appear under Andreev reflection form an addi-
tional conducting channel, as a result of which the conduc-
tance of the system is twice the conductance of the system at
temperatures exceeding the critical superconducting transi-
tion temperature. When an N metal is replaced with a
ferromagnet, the exchange field leads to a partial suppression
of the Andreev reflection from the FS interface [271]. If the
ferromagnet is an HM, then the Andreev reflection is
forbidden altogether, because the DOS in the spin subband
corresponding to the spin projection of the reflected hole is
zero. As a result, in the superconducting state, the conduc-
tance of HM/S system is strongly suppressed. In the
intermediate case of an incomplete spin polarization of
carriers, the ratio of the conductances in the superconducting
and normal states provides information on the spin polariza-
tion Pn of the ferromagnet [449]:

Pn �
N"v n

F" ÿN#v nF#
N"v n

F" �N#v nF#
; �53�

where N"�#� is the density of electron states in the subband
with the spin directed along (against) the quantization axis,
vF"�#� are the corresponding spin-dependent Fermi velocities,
and the exponent is n � 1 for ballistic electron transport and
n � 2 for diffuse transport. Importantly, just the quantitiesP1

or P2 determine the spin-dependent current in structures
involving HMs and play the main role in transport phenom-
ena, in contrast to the spin polarization P0, which determines
the spin response [449].

To study the superconducting proximity effect with HMs,
Heusler alloys and CrO2 are mostly used [76]. The main
advantages of the CrO2 oxide compound are a high spin
polarization (close to unity) and the possibility of epitaxially
growing homogeneous layers and creating high-quality
electrical contacts with superconductors (see, e.g., [450,
451]). In Sections 5.1±5.4, we present the key experimental
results related to the proximity effect in S/HM systems and
discuss the main theoretical concepts used to describe this
effect.
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5.1 Main experimental results
One of the first experimental observations of the proximity
effect in HMs was the discovery of a long-range super-
conducting current flowing through an S=HM=S Josephson
junction [83, 452]. A CrO2 layer was used as the HM. The
current±voltage characteristics of the contacts indicated the
possibility of a nondissipative flow of weak Josephson
currents through an HM layer with a thickness up to several
hundred nanometers. A significant role of the substrate
material was revealed: the critical current of Josephson
contacts grown on TiO2 was two orders of magnitude higher
than that of contacts grown on sapphire [83, 185, 452]. The
existence of a superconducting current through the HM
suggests the conversion of singlet Cooper pairs into triplet
correlations at the HM boundary. Such a conversion is
assumed to be possible at defects of the CrO2 layer boundary
when it is purified of oxides [83], despite the absence of
additional ferromagnetic layers or artificially created spin-
active interfaces in the system.

The dependences of the critical current of the junction on
the external magnetic field applied along the HM layer
demonstrated the presence of characteristic Fraunhofer
oscillations with a period approximately corresponding to
the ratio of the magnetic flux quantum to the area of the butt
end of the HM layer. However, at zero field, a minimum of
the critical current was observed in both experiments, in
contrast to the maximum observed in traditional Josephson
junctions. The authors related this to the presence of a built-in
magnetization field in the HM or to the graininess of the HM
structure and electron tunneling between grains, but a
systematic explanation of the shift in the Fraunhofer pattern
is still unavailable.

Later, the possibility of the Josephson current flowing
through an HMwas also demonstrated for contacts based on
HTSCs, where a layer of La0:7Ca0:3MnO3 (LCMO) was used
as the HM [453]. The existence of the proximity effect in
multilayer HTSC/HM structures is also suggested by resistive
measurements, which show a characteristic suppression of the
critical temperature of YBa2Cu3O7ÿd (YBCO) superconduct-
ing layers upon their electrical contact with anHM [454, 455].

Another experimental substantiation of the possibility of
the occurrence of triplet superconducting correlations in HMs
is the observation of the spin-valve effect in S=F=HM
structures [70±73]. We note a significant difference between
S=F=HMsystems and spin valves basedonweak ferromagnets
(the exchange field of which is much less than the Fermi
energy): in S=F=HM systems, singlet and short-range triplet
correlations do not penetrate into the HM layer, and the
dependence of the critical temperature Tc on the angle y
between the magnetic moments in the ferromagnetic layers is
due only to the presence of long-range triplet correlations with
the spin projection sz � ��h. As a result, both standard and
inverse spin valve effects are impossible, and the dependence
Tc�y� has the symmetryTc�pÿ y� � Tc�y�with aminimum at
y � p=2 (the triplet spin valve effect). A variation in the critical
temperature Tc�0� ÿ Tc�p=2� for S=F=HM structures [70] can
then significantly exceed themagnitude of the triplet spin valve
effect in S=F1=F2 systems, where typical critical temperature
changes are less than 1% [59, 116, 136].

Yet another experimental confirmation of the proximity
effect inHMs is the oscillatory behavior of theYBCO/LCMO
bilayer conductance as a function of the voltage applied
across the structure, with a pronounced peak at zero voltage
[456]. Such oscillations are interpreted by the authors as a

consequence of the interference of quasiparticle wave func-
tions inside the HM. The application of an external magnetic
field to the YBCO/LCMO structure leads to the suppression
of the observed conductance oscillations; however, the degree
of suppression strongly depends on the orientation of the
interfaces between the layers with respect to the crystal-
lographic axes of the materials. For example, for LCMO/
YBCO bilayers with the a-axis perpendicular to the interface,
oscillations already disappear in a field lower than the LCMO
saturation field [457], while for structures with a perpendi-
cular c-axis, oscillations begin to be smeared only in fields
that are larger than the LCMO saturation field [458]. This
strange behavior of oscillations is related by the authors of
[458] to the effect of magnetic inhomogeneities arising in
LCMO/YBCO structures with a perpendicular c-axis due to
electron reconstruction near the interface [459±461].

Finally, recent experiments [462] have revealed an unusual
suppression of Josephson transport in S=F=HM=S=HM=F=S
structures under the transition of the central S layer from
the normal state to the superconducting one. The unusual
behavior of the Josephson current may be caused by the fact
that charge transport in such structures is only provided by
spin-triplet superconducting correlations, which are destroyed
when singlet superconducting pairing occurs in the central
layer.

Thus, Josephson systems with HMs open up the possibi-
lity of studying not only the generation of triplet correlations
at the interfaces with singlet superconductors but also the
inverse effect of superconducting pairing on long-range
triplet correlations induced due to the proximity effect.

In general, a large amount of experimental data has been
accumulated to date, confirming the possibility of penetra-
tion of superconducting correlations from singlet super-
conductors into HM ferromagnets. At the same time, such
experimental studies are in the initial phase: many mysteries
persist related to the microscopic mechanisms of the genera-
tion of triplet correlations at the HMboundaries, the features
of the current±voltage characteristics of Josephson S=HM=S
junctions, the behavior of the conductance of S=HMbilayers,
and other nontrivial effects.

5.2 Theoretical approaches
to describing the proximity effect in half-metals
Constructing the theory of the proximity effect with HMs is
significantly complicated by the inapplicability of the quasi-
classical approximation, which is widely used to describe the
penetration of superconducting correlations into ferromag-
nets with a weak exchange field [39, 93]. Because the splitting
of spin subbands in the electron spectrum in an HM is
comparable to the Fermi energy, the difference between the
phases of the electron- and hole-like quasiparticle wave
functions becomes significant, even on atomic scales. This
does not in general allow correctly determining the quasiclas-
sical Green's functions inside the HM and necessitates the use
of more sophisticated methods, including the Blonder±
Tinkham±Klapwijk formalism [463±466] and other modifica-
tions of the formalism based on the BdG equations [329, 467±
469].

Within these approaches, the possibility of the Josephson
current flowing through an HM with spin-active boundaries
has been shown. For example, a thin layer of a ferromagnet
can be used as such a boundary, with the exchange field being
noncollinear to the spin quantization axis in the HM. In a
number of ferromagnetic metals, the surface magnetization
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can be noncollinear to the bulk magnetization. Spin flip
scattering of quasiparticles at a spin-active boundary of an
HM can lead to a new type of Andreev reflection in which the
electron and the Andreev-reflected hole belong to the same
spin subband (in the usual Andreev reflection, the electron
and the hole have opposite spin projections) [79, 470±472].
Such an unusual Andreev reflection corresponds to the
formation of triplet superconducting correlations that can
propagate inside theHM, providing the flow of the Josephson
current. A similar conclusion was made previously in [229],
where Josephson transport through anHMquantum dot was
considered within the phenomenological approach of equiva-
lent electrical circuits.

In some special cases, however, it is still possible to use the
technique of quasiclassical Green's functions to describe the
proximity effect in HMs. For example, when the exchange
field in the HM significantly exceeds the Fermi energy, the
filling of the upper spin subband is negligibly small and
electrons with only one spin projection are actually present
inside the HM. For these electrons, the definition of
quasiclassical Green's functions in which only the triplet
components with spin projection sz � ��h are nonzero is
applicable [79]. But this approach encounters a difficulty
when deriving boundary conditions relating the Green's
function components inside and outside the HM. In contrast
to the Kupriyanov±Lukichev conditions, which are valid on
the interfaces between superconductors and weak ferro-
magnets [473], the conditions on the interface with an HM
are much more complicated because of the different number
of components of the Green's functions on the opposite sides
of the interface.

To solve this problem, various approaches based on the
formalism of scattering matrices are typically used. The
resulting boundary conditions are widely used to describe
the proximity effect with HMs in the framework of both the
Eilenberger theory for clean systems [199, 206, 230, 235, 470,
474] and the Usadel formalism for systems in the dirty limit
[231, 475±477]. In particular, the derivation of the most
general boundary conditions for the Usadel equations was
given in [231], with both the difference in the tunneling
probability of electrons with opposite spin projections and
quantum mechanical phase shifts due to spin-dependent
electron scattering at the boundary of an HM taken into
account.

An obvious advantage of the approaches based on
scattering matrices is their generality. At the same time,
despite a number of qualitative predictions [199, 235], most
of the results obtained in that framework depend significantly
on the microscopic mechanisms of the generation of triplet
correlations on the HM boundary and on a large number of
phenomenological parameters [471, 478], which cannot be
directly extracted from experimental data. Simpler boundary
conditions can be obtained in the framework of the so-called
adiabatic approximation [232], but the applicability of this
approach is limited to the case where the exchange field varies
in space on scales much longer than the interatomic distances.
This approximation is obviously violated in multilayer
structures, where the exchange field undergoes a jump on
the atomic scale during the transition from the HM layer to
the adjacent layers.We note that similar versions of boundary
conditions were also obtained using the Keldysh technique
[479, 480].

In a model useful for analyzing the properties of the
proximity effect in multilayer superconducting systems

containing an HM layer, the layers have an atomic thickness
and are separated from each other by a tunnel barrier [127,
234, 481]. For such model systems, it is possible to find exact
analytic solutions of the Gor'kov equations beyond the
quasiclassical approximation. This allows considering ferro-
magnetic materials with an arbitrary value of the exchange
field and taking the possible relative energy shift for the
electron bands in different layers into account. However, an
obvious disadvantage of this model is the impossibility of
analyzing the interference effects associated with the finite
thickness of the ferromagnet.

The above theoretical approaches have allowed not
only qualitatively explaining the observed phenomena
(Josephson transport through HM layers, anomalous
enhancement of the spin-valve effect, etc.) but also
predicting a number of new effects, including the forma-
tion of j junctions in S=F=HM=F=S structures [199, 229±
235], the appearance of peaks in the density of electron states
of S=HM systems due to triplet correlations [279, 329, 482±
484], and inversion of the spin-valve effect in S=F=HM
structures due to the relative shift of the electron bands in a
superconductor and HM [481].

5.3 Josephson transport through a half-metal layer
Josephson junctions containing an HM layer differ signifi-
cantly in properties from similar structures with conventional
ferromagnets. One of the most striking differences is the
possibility of forming j0 junctions in S=HM=S systems with
spin-active HM boundaries [199, 229±235]. The j0 junction
inside a closed superconducting ring is a source of undamped
current [26], which is of considerable interest from the
standpoint of the possibility of using such junctions to
fabricate so-called quiet qubits.

To illustrate the origin of the j0 junction, it is convenient
to consider a model system in which the superconducting
electrodes are separated by three ferromagnetic layers. Of
greatest interest is the situation where the magnetizations in
the ferromagnetic layers of such an S=F1=F2=F3=S structure
form a triple of noncoplanar vectors, such that the scalar
invariant M1�M2 �M3) is nonzero. In this case, the Joseph-
son transport is determined by the angle w between the
projections of the M1 and M3 magnetization vectors onto
the plane perpendicular toM2. This angle enters the current±
phase relation additively with the Josephson phase difference
j, but with a different sign for opposite spin projections. As a
result, if the exchange field in the F2 layer is small compared
to the Fermi energy, both spin subbands contribute to the
Josephson transport, and the Josephson current is propor-
tional to sinj,

js � sin �jÿ w� � sin �j� w� � sinj ; �54�

and w only renormalizes the critical current of the junction. If
the F2 layer is an HM, then the current through the contact is
determined by only one spin subband, and the current±phase
relation takes the form [26, 79, 229]

js � sin �jÿ w� �55�

with a nonzero Josephson phase difference in the ground
state.

The advantage of j0 junctions based on S=F=HM=F=S
structures is the possibility of tuning the Josephson phase
difference in the ground state in the range from 0 to 2p using
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an external magnetic field to remagnetize one of the
ferromagnetic layers. Alternative ways to create j0 junctions
based on the use of S=F=S structures with SO coupling [223]
or with a variable thickness of the ferromagnetic layer [221]
have significant limitations. For example, in structures with
SO coupling, the spontaneous phase difference in the ground
state is limited due to the smallness of the SO coupling
constant in typical materials. In the case of S=F=S junctions
with a variable thickness of the F layer, thej0 junction occurs
in a narrow range of parameters, while the spontaneous phase
difference is determined by the geometry of the system and
cannot be changed in the finished structure.

Another difference between S=F=HM=F=S junctions and
traditional S=F1=F2=F3=S contacts is the unusual dependence
of the critical current on the mutual orientation of the
magnetic moments. This difference is most conspicuous
when the magnetizations in the three ferromagnetic layers
are mutually orthogonal and the central layer thickness d2
significantly exceeds the correlation length xf. If the
exchange field in the central layer F2 is small compared
to the Fermi energy, the critical current of the junction is
exponentially small. At the same time, the Josephson
current in S=F=HM=F=S junctions remains finite at d2 > xf.

To illustrate the mechanism of long-range Josephson
transport in S=F=HM=F=S structures, we consider the most
simplified situation where the temperature is close to the
critical one and the system is in the dirty limit.We assume that
there are no magnetic impurities, which means that electron
scattering is not accompanied by spin flip. In addition, we
assume that only one spin subband in the HM layer is filled
with electrons, while the other one is well separated from
it in energy. These assumptions allow us to determine the
quasiclassical Green's functions in the entire system, includ-
ing the HM layer. In particular, the anomalous Green's
function (2), which is a 2� 2 matrix in spin space, contains
only one nonzero component f"" inside the HM, while the
other components are equal to zero. Outside the HM, the
singlet and triplet components of the Matsubara Green's
function satisfy the linearized Usadel equations (3). The
magnetization is assumed to be directed along the x-axis
in the F1 layer, along the z-axis in the F2 layer, and along the
y-axis in the F3 layer. Then, the singlet component of the
Green's function fs, when penetrated from the superconduc-
tor into the ferromagnetic layer F1, becomes the source of the
triplet component ftx directed along the exchange field in the
F1 layer.

The scenario of further propagation of superconducting
correlations essentially depends on the magnitude of the
exchange field in the F2 layer. If this layer is an ordinary
ferromagnet with a weak exchange field, then the ftx
component passes through it and enters the F3 layer.
However, the ftx component does not contribute to the
Josephson current, because the magnetic moment in the F3

layer, directed along the y-axis, cannot convert it back into
the singlet component fs. As a result, the critical current of the
Josephson junction is exponentially suppressed. If the F2

layer is an HM, then the fty component must in addition
appear at the F1=HM interface, although the exchange field
has zero projection onto the y-axis in both the F1 and HM
layers. That this component must necessarily be generated is
directly related to the total spin polarization of electrons in an
HM. Indeed, the conditions f## � 0, and f"" 6� 0 imply that
fty � i ftx 6� 0 inside the HM layer. In the F3 layer, the fty
component effectively interacts with the exchange field and

becomes a source of singlet correlations that contribute to the
Josephson current. As a result, the critical current of an
S=F=HM=F=HM contact with mutually orthogonal mag-
netic moments in three ferromagnetic layers is strongly
nonzero.

The above features of Josephson transport are
of significant interest from the point of view of using
S=F=HM=F=S junctions in superconducting spintronic
devices as phase batteries that create undamped currents in
closed circuits. In S=F=HM=F=S contacts, in contrast to the
widely used p-contacts, the current±phase relation can be
dynamically tuned by changing the orientation of magnetic
moments in the ferromagnetic layers.

5.4 Spin-valve effect in systems with a half-metal layer
In recent years, studies of the spin-valve effect in hybrid
devices containing layers of a ferromagnet with a 100% spin
polarization (HM) have been actively pursued [70, 485]; only
pair correlationswith the spin projection sz � �h penetrate into
the HM layer, and the rest disappear at its boundary. Interest
in such structures is primarily due to the implementation of
the triplet spin-valve effect, with the switching between states
with collinear and noncollinear configurations of magnetiza-
tion in F layers attended by an anomalously large change in
the critical temperature (DTc � 1 K).

The theory of the triplet spin-valve effect in the cases of
diffusion and ballistic hybrid structures with anHM layer was
developed in [234] and [486], respectively. The discovery that
the use of HM ferromagnets significantly suppressesTc opens
the way for the development of magnetization-controlled
superconducting switches. Because Tc varies over a wide
range, the resistance of such a device is robust as regards
possible temperature fluctuations. At low temperatures,
triplet superconducting spin valves can perform almost the
same set of operations as devices based on the giant
magnetoresistance effect, but potentially outperform them
in terms of energy efficiency due to the absence of dissipation
in the superconducting state.

For systems, one of whose F layers is anHM ferromagnet,
a general theory of the proximity effect has not yet been
developed. Quantitative results based on the quasiclassical
approximation are sensitive to the form of the boundary
conditions for the Green's functions at the HM boundaries.
For example, in one of the simplest types of phenomenologi-
cal boundary conditions for the linearized Usadel equation, it
is assumed that all components of the anomalous Green's
function except f"" vanish at the HM boundary, while the
indicated component can penetrate into the HM [234]. At the
same time, f"" and s�x� qx f"" (where s is the conductivity of
each of the layers in the normal state and x is the coordinate
across the layers) are assumed to be continuous at the
boundary.

The choice of such boundary conditions leads to two
interesting features of the dependence Tc�y�. First, because
singlet and triplet superconducting correlations, both with
zero spin projection, do not penetrate into the HM layer, the
critical temperatures for the codirectional �y � 0� and
oppositely directed �y � p� magnetic moments coincide, and
hence neither the standard nor the inverse spin-valve effect
occurs. At the same time, the dependence Tc�y� has a
minimum at y � p=2, and the difference between the
temperatures Tc�0� and Tc�p=2� is much greater than the
characteristic changes in the critical temperature observed
in S=F=F and F=S=F systems (giant spin-valve effect). An
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analysis of the dependence of the critical temperature of
an S=F=HM system on the F layer thickness showed that,
at some parameters, the maximum possible temperature
Tc�0� corresponds to the ferromagnet thickness for which
Tc�p=2� � 0. Taking the finite electron transparency of the
F=HMboundary into account in the formalism of the Usadel
equations leads to the suppression of the spin-valve effect
[487], but does not introduce qualitative changes into the
behavior of Tc�y�.

Numerical calculations of the critical temperature of
S=F=N=HM structures (where N is a normal metal) in the
framework of the BdG formalism not resorting to the
quasiclassical approximation also indicate a significant
enhancement of the spin-valve effect in the case of full spin
polarization of electrons in the outermost ferromagnetic layer
[486]. But the critical temperature, in contrast to Tc obtained
in quasiclassical approaches, is different for codirectional and
oppositely directed collinear magnetic moments in the F and
HM layers, which the authors attribute to nonlocal effects.

Finally, the spin-valve effect in F=S=HM and S=F=HM
systems must be significantly affected by the properties of the
band structure of the ferromagnetic materials used. In the
simplest physical model that takes such features into account,
the system is taken to be a set of tunnel-connected layers of
atomic thickness [127, 234, 481]. Such a simplified model,
although it does not allow analyzing the physics of inter-
ference effects associated with the finite thickness of the F
layer, has an important advantage, because it allows an exact
analytic solution of the Gor'kov equations for two-point
Green's functions to be constructed.

Calculations of the critical temperature of such model
systems have revealed a strong sensitivity of the Tc�y�
dependence to the position of the conduction band bottom
in the F and HM layers relative to the position of the band
bottom in the superconductor [481]. For S=F=HM systems,
when the bottom of the only filled spin subband in the HM is
below the bottom of the conduction band, the standard spin-
valve effect �Tc�0� < Tc�p�� is observed; conversely, when the
band bottom in the HM layer is higher than the S-layer band
bottom, the inverse spin-valve effect �Tc�0� > Tc�p�� is
observed. The Tc�y� dependence has a local minimum
characteristic of the triplet spin-valve effect if the relative
shift of the bands in the S and HM layers is sufficiently small
in absolute value, and is monotonic for large shifts. The
indicated sensitivity of the behavior of the critical tempera-
ture to the features of the band structure should be taken into
account when constructing the theory of the spin-valve effect
in structures with a finite layer thickness.

In general, although studies of superconducting spin
valves containing an HM layer are in the initial phase, they
attract considerable interest due to both the colossal change
in the critical temperature of the system because of the
noncollinearity of magnetic moments and fundamentally
new physical phenomena caused by the full spin polarization
of electrons in one of the ferromagnetic layers.

6. Conclusion

To conclude, we summarize some inferences from the rapid
recent development of the physics of the interplay between
superconductivity and magnetism and discuss some pro-
spects for further advances in the new direction that has
taken shape over the past decade, superconducting spin-
tronics.

We first note the success of the experiment in [53], where
the quantum mechanical interference effects predicted in
early theoretical studies [50±52] was realized for electrons
under the action of both the superconducting pairing
potential and the exchange field. Experimental confirmation
of such interference is certainly a significant step in under-
standing the foundations of the physics of superconducting
and magnetic interactions in condensed matter.

The next important accomplishment in this area is the
theoretical prediction and experimental realization of systems
with a completely new type of the induced state of Cooper
pairsÐa triplet state with the total spin projection of the pair
equal to��h [90, 92]. The resistance of such triplet pairs to the
action of the exchange field allowed significantly increasing
the scale of penetration of superconducting correlations into
ferromagnetic materials, thereby weakening the constraints
on observation of interference effects in SF structures.

New interesting possibilities in the development of the
physics of the proximity effect and the engineering of the
superconducting pairing structure have opened up thanks to
studies of structures with strong SO coupling. This area seems
to be especially promising for topologically protected
quantum computing. The use of SF structures in cryoelec-
tronic devices requires an in-depth understanding of the
physics of nonstationary and nonequilibrium processes in
these systems, which includes the problem of the joint
dynamics of superconducting correlations and the magnetic
moment. Considering a number of intriguing theoretical [311,
488±493] and experimental [494±497] results in this field, it
can be hoped that progress in the near future will bring about
new exciting physical ideas and applied proposals. A review
of recent papers on the study of nonequilibrium effects in SF
systems can be found in [498].

The successful application of the above effects in
instrumentation-related applications certainly raises the
question of the most suitable materials for optimizing the
parameters of superconducting spintronic devices. Here,
without a doubt, an important role is played by work on
ferromagnetic materials with a strong spin polarization of
carriers (HMs). The use of HMs not only changes the
quantitative characteristics of spin valves and other devices
but also opens up interesting prospects for fundamentally
new manifestations of the proximity effect.

This study was financially supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research within research project 20-
12-50113. The work of A IB on Sections 3±5 of this review
was supported by Russian Science Foundation project 20-12-
00053.

Appendix A. Basic equations of the microscopic
theory of superconductorëferromagnet systems

We briefly discuss the basic equations of the microscopic
theory of superconductivity used to describe the proximity
effect with ferromagnets.

A.1 Bogoliubov±de Gennes equations
It is natural to start reviewing theoretical approaches with the
BdG theory, which not only proved to be effective for
describing clean (ballistic) systems but also often allows
obtaining the most transparent qualitative interpretation of
physical effects. The term `clean systems' is used in this
context as a characteristic of structures with a mean free
path ` much greater than the coherence lengths in a super-
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conductor �xs�, a ferromagnet �xh�, and a normal metal �xn�.
Within the self-consistent field approximation, hybrid SF
systems with an exchange field h�r� are described by the
Hamiltonian

H �
X
ab

�
ĉ ya �r�

�
Ĥ0�r�dab � h�r�r� ĉb�r� dr

�
��
D��r�ĉ"�r�ĉ#�r� � D�r�ĉ y# �r�ĉ y" �r�

�
dr ; �A:1�

where ĉ ya �ĉa� is the creation (annihilation) operator for an
electron with the coordinate r and spin projection a �"; # on
the z-axis,

Ĥ0�r� � 1

2m

�
ÿi�hHÿ e

c
A

�2

ÿ m ; �A:2�

where m is the electron mass, A is the vector potential of the
magnetic field, m is the chemical potential, D�r� is the
superconductivity order parameter, and r� �ŝx; ŝy; ŝz� is
the vector of Pauli matrices in spin space. Diagonalizing
Hamiltonian (A.1), (A.2), which is bilinear in the ĉa and ĉ ya
operators by the canonical Bogoliubov transformation [499],
gives the corresponding BdG equations

t̂z

�
1

2m

�
ÿi�hHÿ t̂z

e

c
A

�2

ÿ m
�
Ĉ� h�r� rĈ

� 0 D̂�r�
D̂ ��r� 0

 !
Ĉ � EĈ �A:3�

for the electron �u�r�� and hole �v�r�� components of the wave
function Ĉ � �u; isyv�, where u � �u"; u#� and v � �v"; v#� are
spinors, and �t̂x; t̂y; t̂z� are Pauli matrices in the Nambu
(electron±hole) space. Details of the derivation of the BdG
equations are given, for example, in books [500±502]. The
superconducting order parameter D̂ is the scalar function
D�r� times the identity matrix in spin space, with D�r�
satisfying the self-consistency equation

D�r� � K�r�
X
p

�
up"�r�v�p#�r�

�
1ÿ nf�ep�

�� up#�r�v �p"�r�nF�ep�
	
;

�A:4�
where K�r� is the superconducting pairing potential, nF is the
Fermi distribution function, and the sum over quantum
numbers p includes only positive-energy states.

A.2 Quasiclassical methods. Andreev equations
For most typical metals, the Fermi wavelength is small
compared to the corresponding coherence length, which
allows significantly simplifying the above BdG equations by
using the quasiclassical approximation. In this case, the wave
functions of electrons and holes are represented as products
of rapidly oscillating exponentials exp �ikFr� and wave
function envelopes ĝ that slowly vary in space. This
procedure allows writing a system of reduced-order equa-
tions for ĝ involving derivatives along quasiclassical rays
(trajectories). Such equations are called the Andreev equa-
tions:

ÿ i�hvFt̂z
d

ds
ĝ� h�R� s nF� r ĝ

� 0 D̂�R� s nF�
D̂ ��R� s nF� 0

 !
ĝ � Eĝ : �A:5�

Here, we use a system of linear trajectories passing through
the pointRwith the unit vector nF � kF=kF directed along the
trajectory, with the coordinate s along the trajectory.

A.3 Quasiclassical methods. Eilenberger's theory
The approaches using the BdG or Andreev equations out-
lined in Sections A.1 and A.2 without taking scattering on a
random impurity potential into account are applicable only
to ballistic systems, which significantly limits their range of
applicability. Systematically taking disorder into account can
be very effectively implemented in the framework of another
variant of the microscopic approach describing hybrid SF
structures with the formalism of Green's functions. The
normal (G) and anomalous (F) Green's functions are then
represented as expansions in eigenfunctions of the BdG
equations [500]:

Gab�E; r; r 0� �
X
p

upa�r� u �pb�r 0�
Eÿ Ep

; �A:6�

F ab�E; r; r 0� �
X
p

vpa�r� u �pb�r 0�
Eÿ Ep

: �A:7�

Setting E � io in (A.6) and (A.7), whereo � pT�2n� 1� is the
Matsubara frequency (and n is an integer) gives the
Matsubara Green's functionsÐ 2� 2 matrices in spin
spaceÐ

Go�r; r 0� � G"" G"#
G#" G##

� �
; �A:8�

Fo�r; r 0� � F"" F"#
F#" F##

� �
; �A:9�

that are commonly used in thermodynamically equilibrium
problems. Within the quasiclassical approach, it is customary
to use the so-called quasiclassical normal �Go�r; nF�� and
anomalous �Fo�r; nF��Green's functions, which are obtained
by averaging (A.8) and (A.9) with respect to fast spatial
oscillations on the scale � kÿ1F . These functions are defined
on rectilinear trajectories passing through the point r and
specified by the unit vector nF. In the presence of an
inhomogeneous exchange field h�r�; the Green's functions
Go and Fo have an involved spin structure. It is convenient to
write the corresponding equations for them in matrix form by
introducing the matrix Green's function in the 4� 4
Gor'kov±Nambu space,

�Go � Go Fo

F �o �Go

� �
; �A:10�

where Go, Fo, F
�
o , and �Go are 2� 2 matrices in spin space.

The Green's function �G is defined by (A.6) with the electron
wave functions upa�r� replaced with hole functions v �pa�r�. The
full matrix Green's function satisfies the normalization
condition �Go �Go � ÿ1.

In the case of singlet pairing, it is convenient to move to
the new Green's function �go by the transformation

�Go � 1 0
0 ÿisy

� �
�go

1 0
0 isy

� �
;

where we set

�go � go fo
ÿf �o �go

� �
;
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with Go � go, Fo � foisy, F �o � isy f �o , and �Go � sy�gosy.
This transformation does not change the normalization
conditions, and therefore �go �go � ÿ1, whence

gogo ÿ fo f �o � ÿ1 ; go fo � fo�go � 0 ;

�go�go ÿ f �o fo � ÿ1 ; f �o go � �go f �o � 0 :

The Eilenberger equations [503] written for a set of quasi-
classical trajectories have the form

i�hvFnFH�go �
�
iot̂z ÿ t̂zD̂ÿ t̂zhrÿ �h

2t
h�goi; �go

�
� 0 ;

�A:11�

where ŝn and t̂n �n � x; y; z� are the Pauli matrices in spin
space and in the Gor'kov±Nambu space, �A; B� � ABÿ BA,
the term with the Green's function averaged over the angles
specifying the trajectory orientations


�go�r�
� � � �go�r; nF� dnF

4p
�A:12�

is introduced to describe the elastic scattering of quasiparti-
cles by point nonmagnetic impurities with a mean free path
time t, and

�D � 0 D̂
D̂� 0

� �
;

where the matrix D̂ is the superconducting gap D times the
identity matrix in spin space.

A.4 Quasiclassical methods. Usadel's theory
The next step in simplifying the equations of the microscopic
superconductivity theory is to derive a closed system of
equations for the Green's functions h�goi, Eqn (A.12), aver-
aged over the orientation angles of quasiclassical trajectories.
Such a step forward in the theoretical description is only
suitable in the so-called diffusion (or dirty) limit, when the
mean free path ` � vFt is small compared to all characteristic
scales in the problem, including all possible coherence lengths
in various materials that make up the structure under study.

We note that, in view of the standard expression
xf �

�����������
�hD=h

p
for the coherence length in a dirty ferromagnet

(where D � `vF=3 is the diffusion coefficient), the above
constraint that the mean free path be small also implies an
upper bound on the exchange field magnitude in a ferro-
magnet. Such a bound in real ferromagnets is by no means
always observed, which, obviously, can affect the applic-
ability of the diffusion limit. Usadel's theory is based on the
physically obvious assumption that the Green's functions
become isotropic as the impurity concentration increases:
�go ' h�goi. Equations for theGreen's functions averaged over
the orientation angles nF are called Usadel equations [504]:

�hDH��goH�go� �
�
t̂z�ioÿ �Dÿ hr�; �go

� � 0 : �A:13�

The solution of these equations in layered structures
containing superconducting, normal, and ferromagnetic
materials with different parameters requires appropriate
boundary conditions. Such conditions for the Usadel equa-
tion were formulated in [473]. For two adjacent materials,
denoted by subscripts 1 and 2 here, the boundary conditions

can be written as

s1�g1
q�g1
qx
� s2�g2

q�g2
qx

; 2s2Rb�g2
q�g2
qx
� ��g1; �g2� ; �A:14�

where the x-axis, perpendicular to the interface, is directed
frommaterial 1 to material 2, si is the specific conductivity of
material i in the normal state, and 1=Rb is the conductance of
the interface between materials per unit area, characterizing
the transparency of the interface for electrons. Similar
boundary conditions for the Eilenberger equation were
obtained in [505].

Appendix B. Quasiclassical equations
along trajectories and currentëphase relations
for clean superconductor/ferromagnet/
superconductor junctions

To calculate the spin-dependent phase shift g for an arbitrary
distribution of the exchange field h�r� in the F layer, it is
convenient to use the methods proposed in [195]. The essence
of the method is to choose a unitary transformation
Ŝu; v � au; v � i bu; vr̂, such that Andreev equations (A.5) for
the components of the new wave function,

f̂ � fu
fv

� �
� Ŝ ĝ ; Ŝ � Ŝu 0

0 Ŝv

� �
; �B:1�

become independent of the exchange field h, i.e., coincide with
the equations describing a ballistic SNS contact. For this, the
functions au; v�s� and bu; v�s� at an arbitrary point s of the
trajectory must satisfy the differential equations

�hvFqsau; v � �hbu; v ; �hvFqsbu; v � �au; vhÿ �h; bu; v� �B:2�

with the initial conditions

au; v�0� � 1 ; bu; v�0� � 0

on the left boundary of the F layer �s � 0�. The operator
transforming the original order parameter D̂�r� is expressed in
terms of the functions au; v and bu; v; when the spin quantiza-
tion axis is directed along the vector avbu ÿ aubv � �bu; bv�, it
provides an additional phase shift D̂�r� exp �ig� created by the
exchange field:

exp �ig� � auav � �bubv� � i
��avbu ÿ aubv � �bu; bv�

�� : �B:3�
Expressing the anomalous Green's function f̂ in a ferro-
magnet in form (2), where the singlet component amplitude is

fs � cos g � auav � bubv ;

and the vector

ft � i
ÿ
aubv ÿ avbu � �bu; bv�

�
describes the triplet component, we find that the functions
fs�s� and ft�s� satisfy the linearized Eilenberger equations
[503] at the zero Matsubara frequency,

ÿi�hvFqs fs � 2hft � 0 ; ÿi�hvFqsft � 2fsh � 0 ; �B:4�

with the boundary conditions on the left superconducting
electrode given by

fs�s � 0� � 1 ; ft�s � 0� � 0 : �B:5�
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Hence, the phase shift g between the electron and hole parts of
the wave function on a quasiclassical trajectory in the SFS
junction with an arbitrary distribution of the exchange field
h�r� is determined by the singlet part of the anomalous
quasiclassical Green's function fs�s � sR� � cos g evaluated
at the boundary of the right superconducting electrode.

The leading contribution to the supercurrent comes from
trajectories crossing the short contact and corresponding to
theAndreev subgap states, whose spectrum has the form [506,
507]

E � �D0 cos

�
j� g
2

�
; �B:6�

and depends both on the Josephson phase differencej and on
the additional phase shift g. Summing over all trajectories, we
obtain a relation between current and phase difference,

I � 1

s0

�
ds

�
dnF

ÿ
j�j� g� � j�jÿ g���nF; n� ; �B:7�

where sÿ10 � kF=�2p� �sÿ10 � �kF=�2p��2� for two-dimensional
(three-dimensional) junctions,

�
. . . ds is the integral over the

junction cross section, and

j�w� �
X
n5 1

jn
2
sin �nw� � eD

2�h
sin

w
2
tanh

�
D0 cos �w=2�

2T

�
�B:8�

is the current±phase relation of the Josephson junction with
the same geometry and zero exchange field. The coefficients
jn in the expansion in terms of Fourier harmonics (B.8) can be
written as

jn � 2eT

p�h

X1
m�0

� 2p

0

dw
sin w sin �nw�
mm � cos w

; �B:9�

where mm � 2p2T 2�2m� 1�2=D2 � 1. The final relation
between the current I and the phase difference j of a short
Josephson SFS junction is

I �
X
n

In �
X
n

an sin �nj�

�n; nF� cos �ng��
�n; nF�� : �B:10�

The angular brackets denote averaging over the quasiclassical
trajectories, which are characterized by the angle y and the
position of the trajectory starting point on the superconduc-
tor surface. The coefficients

an � jnN � jn
1

s0

�
ds

�
dnF �nF; n�

in expression (B.10) coincide with the coefficients of the
Fourier expansion of ISNS�j� for the Josephson S=N=S
junction with the same geometry,

an � 4eT

�h
N�ÿ1�nÿ1

X1
m�0

�
mm ÿ

��������������
m2m ÿ 1

q �n

; n � 1; 2; . . . ;

�B:11�

and the factor N is determined by the number of transverse
modes in the junction,

N � 1

s0

�
ds

�
dnF �nF; n� � S

s0
;

where S is the cross-sectional area of the junction. For
temperatures T � Tc, coefficients (B.11) are determined by
the simple relations

a1 � eTc

8�h
N

�
D
Tc

�2

; a2 � ÿ eTc

384�h
N

�
D
Tc

�4

; �B:12�

where D is the temperature-dependent superconducting order
parameter in the contact electrodes. In the case of 3D
structures, the averaging is done as
�n; nF� cos �ng��
�n; nF�� � 2

� p=2

0

dy sin y cos y cos �ng� ; �B:13�

where cos y � �n; nF�.
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